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Five A.S. Program Board delegates
will attend entertainment convention
by Stacey Stevens
Five representatives of the
Associated Students program board
we scheduled to attend a national
entertainment convention in San
Antonio, Texas, this month at a cost
of $3,845.
With seven student volunteers
and two paid employees , the board
uses student fees to schedule entertainment for the campus.
The convention, to be held Feb.
18 to V, will be sponsored by the
Entertainment
and
National
’Campus Activities Association
(NECAA ), a group working to bring
entertainment to college campuses
across the nation.
Director
Board
Program
William Rolland went before the
A.S. board of directors last
November to request funding for the
trip. His request was approved by all
Out one of the board members.
In dissent, Jun Rowen, director
of academic affairs, said the trip
would not be "cost effective"
,becau.se only two people are needed
I to adequately cover the convention.
Rolland, however, said if he had
his way he would send the entire
program board. He said the convention will be a good incentive for
the volunteer members on the board
, to do better jobs.
The board waived two budget
stipulations stated in the 1980-1981
AS. budget report in order for the
delegates of the program board to
make their trip.
The budget report limits travel
expenses to two representatives
with total expense not to exceed
$2,000.
Rolland said the money being
used for the trip is from the program
board’s reserve fund from last
semester.
He said the reserve fund of
$23,000 is over and above the yearly
budget of $89,000 the board received
from the A.S. this year.
The five delegates chosen to
represent the program board in
Texas are: Rolland, director; Rick
Bates, contemporary arts chain
man; Clinton Cooper. forums
ehairman; Katrene Edman, dance

:AC
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Rick Bates, William Rolland and Veronica Alvarez, left to right, of the A.S. Program Board.
chairwoman; and Veronica Alvarez,
artist-in-residence chairwoman.
Rolland said the convention in
Texas will allow colleges across the
nation to view the latest acts and
programs available.
He said workshops will be offered on contracts and negotiations,
leadership development and concert
lighting and sound. He added that
college representatives will be able
to talk with approximately 250
agents and agencies representing
the more than 400 artists that will
also be there.
Rolland said the main advantage of the trip will be the personal interaction the delegates will
have with agents and agencies of
performers.
-If we meet these people face to
face we can get an edge on the
competition," he said.
Rolland hopes to have reports
from each delegate within one week

The Associated Students Reaid
of Directors approved the allocation
of $10,909 in student money to five
campus organizations at the board’s
Wednesday meeting.
The requests will now go to
SJSU President Gail Fullerton for
final approval next week.
The allocations approved by the
board were: $7,455 to the Indian
Intereultural Club for a concert by
Ravi Shenker; $2,400 to the Spartan
Gardens Recycling Center ’or flyers
and heavy equipment; $355 to the
SJSU Racquetball Club for uniforms
and court rental; and $200 to the
Industrial Management Society for
brochures and the cost of hosting
guest speakers.
In addition to the formal
requests, the board made an
emergency allocation of $499 to fund
a temporary shuttle bus system.
The system is designed to
transport students from the dormitories on Eighth, Ninth and 10th
streets along San Salvador Street to
the four remaining SJSU home
basketball games at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium.
Board member Bob Fudenna
said the request for emergency
funds for the free shuttle was made
by Mike Mulligan, who said not
enough students were going to the
basketball games since they are not
played on campus.
Fudenna said $280 of the
allocation would pay for the bus
drivers with the other $219 to be
spent on advertising the bus service
nd paying two or three evening
guides for security.
The bu.s will leave at 15-minute
intervals before the games from
Eighth Street between Royce Hall
and the dining commons. It will
ake three or four trips per night,
ccording to Fudenna.
The approval of $7,435 for the
Indian Intercultural Club will pay
for a concert in Morris Dailey

Auditorium March 31 featuring
sitarist and composer Ravi Shenker.
The club has arranged to pay
shankar $4,500 for the concert and
$1,600 for the event’s publicity.

of their return.
He said these reports will include a list of agents and agencies
contacted and the contact person, a
list of acts the delegates feel to be
appropriate for SJSU and a summary of new ideas and information
gained.

In addition, Rolland said, he will
do an extensive report containing
what occurs at the conference and
what is gained. He will then, he said,
give copies of his report to the A.S.
board of directors and keep a copy
on file in the A.S. program board
office.
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Government witness
gives key testimony
in SJSU bomb case
by Greg Robertson
Amir Ehdaee, a man arrested
along with Naser Ratline Almaneih
for the attempted bombing of the Old
Science Building last Oct. 3, has
become the prosecution’s key witness against Alrnaneih.

Five student groups
receive A.S. funding
for lectures, concert
by Jeffrey R. Smith

Since 1934

Almaneih is currently on trial in
San Francisco facing three counts
related to a planned bombing of the
Moslem Students Association ( MSA)
meeting last October.
The Iranian national also faces
charges related to the bombing of
Berkeley High School, where the
Confederation of Iranian Students
was meeting on Aug. 20, 1980.
He is also charged with
threatening the life of former
President Jimmy Carter.
Ehdaee was a member of
Almaneih’s Iranian Free Army
before informing on him following
the August bombing.
Approximately two weeks after
the Berkeley bombing, Ehdaee
informed the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms that
Almaneih was responsible for it,
according to an FBI report.
Eiilaee also told the FBI on Oct.
1, 1980, that Almaneih said he intended to bomb the MSA meeting.
On Oct. 2. FBI agents searched
the Almaden A’ranoi and Glass

store, a San Jose business owned by
Almaneih, and found two explosives
that Ehdaee testified Alrnaneih had
been assembling earlier that day.
Ehdaee also testified Almaneih
was plotting to kill Carter by using
explosives. Almaneih allegedly
planned to attack the former
president with a remote-control
model airplane strapped with explosives or by throwing himself at
Carter with explosives strapped to
his waist.
Ehdaee is now part of the
federal government’s witness
protection prcgrarn in exchange for
his testimony.
This program guarantees
Ehdaee a new identity to prevent
possible foul play that might come
about as a result of his testimony.
This new identity also
eliminates his old records, including
his job experience as an electronics
industry administrator.
Ehdaee claimed he was
promised nothing from the government but came forward because of
a guilty conscience.
Almaneih remains in custody in
San Francisco County Jail in lieu of
$1 million bail. He faces a maximum
sentence of 60 years in jail and/or
fines of up to $80,000.

’He thought this was the Justice Dept.’

’Undercover spy’ plagues A.J. office
by Richard de Give
A man who apparently believed
he was an undercover agent was
escorted from the Administration of
Justice office in MacQuarrie Hall
three times last week.
"The fella thought this was the
Justice Department fin Washington.
D.C.) and demanded information
from us," said Joan Nickell, a
secretary in the office.
"The first time he came, he just
asked a lot of questions," Nickell
said.
"When he got belligerent, we
called the University Police and
they escorted him out.

"The second to
he was very
mad. He pounded on the desk and
swore a lot. He was saying
something about his cover being
blown. Again, we called the police
:Ind they took non away.
The last tune he came was
Thursday, Jan. 29.
"He was verbally obnoxious, he
yelled a lot and he pounded on the
counter," Prof. Jack Kuykendall
said.
"He was screaming something
about not liking the police."
This is not the first such incident
to occur in the office.

"We have had at least four or
five people come in like this in the
past six months," Prof. Peter Unsinger said.
The police can do nothing
about it. All they can do is escort him
away," Unsinger said.

mentally disturbed.
"A few years ago, they would
lock them up in hospitals,- Allen
said. "With the changes made in
treatment, you have to expect things
like this to happen."
Because of the disturbances, the
office window is being glassed in,
according to department secretary
Judie Geiss.

According to the University
Police, an arrest cannot be made in
this type of case unless the offender
is caught in the act of causing a
disturbance and if the witnesses are
willing to press charges.

"Also, we are keeping the doors
locked when there are not any men
around," she said.

Department Chairman Harry
Allen blames the problem on
changes in the treatment of the

"It’s a shame we have to work
behind glass doors and windows,"
Geiss added.

Greeks bag Berkeley moose
by Doug Kelley
A University of California
fraternity has one less moose
head in its possession thanks to
three SJSU students.
The missing moose episode
began when the Berkeley chapter
of Delta Sigma Phi decided to
recruit SJSU students to begin a
chapter here.
Several SJSU men responded
to posters advertising a getacquainted meeting with the
Berkeley chapter in the Student
Union.
At the meeting they were
invited to attend a party at the
Delta Sigma house in the Easy
Bay. They were told to dress

The club expects to make $6,300
from ticket sales, all of which will be
returned to the AS., making the net
funding by A.S. $1,135.
The concert will be Shankar’s
only appearance in California this
year. Ticket prices have been set at
$5.50, $6.50 and $7.50
The board also approved the
allocation of $2,400 to the Spartan
Gardens Recycling Center.
The center will spend $1,200 for
the printing of 16,000 flyers advertising the center’s services, that
will be distributed in the downtown
area.
The board allo approved expenditures of $500 for a scale, $500
for forklift rental and $200 for the
installation of a phone and an ad in
the telephone directory.

carry the 200 pound head three
miles back to the BART station.
"The damn thing weighed a
ton," said co-conspirator Bret
Yeilding, who was assisted by
Steele and the third member,
Barry Clements.
The trio said several police
cars passed them during their
trek but not one stopped to ask
them what they were doing
carrying a moose head down the
street at 5 a.m.
Once at the station, the three
said they were told by a sympathetic BART employee how to
get the head on the train without
being noticed.
"We got a lot of weird looks

’The damn thing weighed a ton...’

Requests for $355 from the SJSU
Racquetball Club for court rentals
and T-shirts, and - $200 request for
speaking engagements through the
Industrial Management Society
were also approved.

casually.
When they arrived at the
Berkeley Pe OF station no one
from the house was there to pick
them up. They ended up walking
three miles to the chapter house.

In other business, AS. Director
of California State Affairs, Nancy
McFadden, said cuts made in the
California State University and
Colleges (CSUC) system budget will
force substantial increases in the
student services fee, paid by all
students, as well as the non-resident
student fee.

Once there, they found the
party goers in formal attire.
"We came prepared to steal
something as is traditional with
the frat," said the unofficial
president of the new SJSU
chapter, Scott Steele. "But when
they pulled those things on us we
decided we better steal
something big.

"The thing barely fit,"
Yeilding said. "The antlers were
hanging out the window and it
was incredibly cold."
The trip back to San Jose
during the morning rush hour
was uneventful, the trio said, as
they were used to the odd stare,
by then

"We saw this moose head and
the decision was unanimous
immediately."

Besides taking the moose,
Steele said they got back at the
Berkeley chapter by calling them
and telling them the head was at
the Berkeley police station.

McFadden said the CSUC Board
of Trustees is planning to increase
the student services fee by $29
because of inflation. The fee now
stands at $72 per semester for
students taking more than six units.
An increase would put the fee at
$101 per semester.
McFadden warned that the fee
could go up to more than $350 per
semester in five years and said the
California State Students
Association would fight the increase.
see FUNDING page 8

Steele said they waited until
the house members all went to
bed before lifting the moose.
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Scott Steele (left) ancl Barry Clements recruit a new member for
their unofficial chapter of Delta Sigma Phi.

"We tried to get a cab but the
cabbie would have no part of it,"
Steele said. "We even tried to
bribe hini but no way."
The group ended up having to

from other riders on the train,"
Steele said.
After they arrived at the
Fremont station they loaded the
moose head into Yeilding’s
Camaro.

"I sure would like to have
seen their faces when they went
to the police and asked for then
moose head," Steele said.
If anyone is interested in
joining this adventurous group.
Steele said to call him at 7334523.
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Declare a holiday
in memory of King
Billy Thomas
Staff Writer

Why is it, that for the past few
years, black leaders of various civil
rights groups have tried in vain to
get Martin Luther King Jr.’s birthday declared a national holiday?
,
Does King’s memory deserve to
be elavated to such a level? Should
he be remembered annually, and if so, why?
Well, when one stops to consider the times in which
King lived and his role in the American civil rights
movement, I think one would have to say that indeed he
does.
King, in an effort to bring the Bill of Rights to life for
all Americans, and blacks in particular, forced America
to look at itself in the mirror of non-violent protest.
King sought to bring about change in a manner that
was alien to America’s mentality.
Throughout America’s proud, illustrious history,
violence had been the principal method by which change
transpired.
George Washington led soldiers into battle in order for
this nation to be born, and a civil war was fought to
preserve its life.
day, dreams of liberty and justice were made
realities through violence.

The civil rights movement was no different. During
this period of American history, violence was used in an
attempt to quash the demands fo7 equality and the
yearnings tor brotherhood.
Although the black radicals of that time advocated
separation, preached violence for violence and ridiculed
King for his methods, King realized that violence was not
the appropriate weapon.
In his own words, "If we are trampled over every day,
don’t let anyone pull you so low as to hate them. We must
use the weapon of love."
The fact that King’s birthday has not been declared a
national holiday indicates that something is still wrong
with America.
I cannot help but feel that if King had been a football
star or a baseball hero, he would have been enshrined in
some type of hall of fame long ago.
Monuments are nice, but none could adequately
reflect the effect King had on this country, as would the
honoring of his date of birth.
Jan. 15 should be the annual date when we stop to
measure the progress we have made in our efforts to
become a more unified nation.
It should be a day in which we remember the oppression, discrimination and racism King fought so hard
to overcome.
Until King’s birthday is declared a national holiday,
and he is given his rightful place in American history, the
oeople of this country will still have a reason to sing, We
shall overcome."
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Movie rating system ’absurd at best,’ rules not enforced
Greg Robertson
Staff Writer

The movie rating system used
by the National Motion Picture
Ratings Board is a ridiculous fiasco.
This system not only fails in its
arbitrary ratings of G, PG, Rand X,
but theater owners don’t even bother
to enforce the system.
V.I,Lt
The biggest problem with the
system is that there are basically only two ratings, PG
and R, and the factors that distinguish thc two are about d
at best.
For the most part, G ratings are reserved for Walt
Disney and a few other innocent films aimed at the preteen set. To get this rating, a film cannot contain one word
of obscene language or the slightest suggestion of any sex
or violence.
On the other side is the X rating. These are almost
always porno films that play exclusively at adult theaters.
Once in a while a movie like "Flesh Gordon" or "Cin-

derella" will show up at regular theaters and use a tawdry
ad campaign to lure young adults to their first X-rated
film.
So this leaves the bulk of motion pictures as either PG
or R. Actually, it leaves everything as PG unless one of a
few rules are broken.
If a film contains excessive violence, nudity, or one
certain four-letter word, the film automatically is given
an Ft rating.
This four-letter word stipulation is ridiculous. An R
rating forces anyone under 17 to be accompanied by an
adult, but I would like to find one high school or junior high
school where that word isn’t heard every day.
Still another fiasco with this rating system is that
theaters, for the most part, don’t bother to abide by it.
In my 10 years of attending movies, I can say without
a doubt that pre-17 -year-olds made up a large portion of
the crowd at selected R-rated movies.
You can’t tell me that movies like "Animal House"
and "The Jerk" made close to $100 million at the box
office without the benefit of teenagers.

What is the point in having a system if the theaters are
not going to abide by it?
The rating system is supposedly a guideline for
prospective moviegoers. But under the current system,
who is to know what The rating means?
An R-rated movie can range from the sensitive
"Ordinary People" which uses the four-letter word twice
in the film, to "Cruising" or "Looking For Mr. Goodbar,"
which are excessively violent and near pornographic
films, to "Cheech and Chong’s Next Movie," which is
based on a string of bathroom humor.
The fiasco continues. At some theaters in the area,
adult ticket prices begin at age 14. The rating system
considers 17-year-olds as adults. With this system, a
person can be charged adult prices and then be turned
away because he is a minor.
The entire system needs a complete overhaul. With
the exception of porno films, ratings should be done away
with as far as determining eligibility to see a film.
An entirely new system needs to be set up. These
ratings would not determine eligibility to enter a theater,

but could be used as a guideline to determine film content.
General films would be the first rating. This would
apply to inoffensive films, current G-rated films and
several of the PG-rated films.
The rest of the categories would be determined by the
film content. Violence, nudity and obscene language
would be the categories. Films would riot be limited to one
rating either. Conceivably, a film could be given all three
ratings if the need exists.
This plan would come under fire by people who would
object to allowing younger teenagers into movies that
they now are not allowed to see without parental
guidance. But need! point out again that they are already
getting into these films to begin with.
The current system does not work, and unless
theaters are controlled like a liquor license, it will continue to fail.
The National Motion Picture Ratings Board needs to
grow up and stop hiding behind a smoke screen. Until they
admit that juveniles are already seeing R movies, nothing
is going to change.

Cooperative effort needed to alleviate crime
The need for student involvement continues and the cry of
student apathy is still echoed.
However, this is not an indoctrination to get students to join a
Spartan Spaz Club something or
another, but to give students who
have been victimt, of crimes, as
minor as they may seem, the
initiative to report these crimes.
With the reputation of this
campus community, it is evident
that there is a need to run crime,
both big and small, out of existence.
But it must be a cooperative effort
between each citizen and the police.

unreported crime is petty theft
which may include having a jacket,
ski, bicycle or skateboard ripped off.
"People just shrug it off," said
Stewart. "They either buy another
one or steal someone else’s."
Students should be aware of
Stephanie Villegas services offered by facilities such as
Staff Writer
Crime Prevention or the city police
and report to them any criminal
activity.
There are some people, though,
who are afraid to contribute information to the police for fear of
being identified and labeled a
Jose, there are a number of crimes
’’snitch" in the mind of the criminal.
that go unreported daily. The most

According to Officer Torn
Stewart of Crime Prevention in San

Let nie reveal to you a story my
friend had experienced.
It was scold and rainy day when
my friend made a trip to the campus
library to study. Along came a
middle-aged gentleman, and in this
case I use this term very loosely,
dressed in jogging shorts. After
staring at my friend a while, he took
a seat next to her. Lo and behold, as
harmless as he appeared, he pulled
down his shorts and exposed himself
sexually - a real live flasher! With
disgust, my friend just got up and
left.
Why didn’t she report it?

My friend was afraid to report
the incident because she did riot
want the exhibitionist, being the
sexual deviant he was, to know who
she was.
However, as little informed as
some may be, anonymous reports
can be called in to the police.
As an anonymous phone caller,
all you would have to do is report the
crime in order to give the police a
lead. The police will follow up on the
lead and your information is kept
confidential.
Rape prevention programs are
also available. In the past years,

rape was the least reported crime.
But through this program, victims
are not given the publicity they
received in past years.
It is of no value to our community when a crime remains
unreported. People have been less
concerned, or they are afraid to get
involved. They should be aware that
programs do exist to protect lawabiding citizens who are victims of
crime. If only people would report
such crimes, there might be fewer
crooks running around.
After all, it took my friend an
encore by the exhibitionist before
she agreed to expose him in court.

letters
A serious student has ’better things to do’
Editor:
It was with interest and some
awe that! read Monday’s front page
article about professor’s add/drop
practices. The awe was inspired by a
printed comment of marketing
Professor Dirk Wassenaar.
Wassenaar said his two-page paper

separated "serious students from
those students who should look
elsewhere for a course."
He was right! A serious student
would have better things to do with
his time and effort than write ’add
letters’ to his professor(s), Further,
a serious student might anticipate

that a professor requiring such a
petty activity at the outset of a class
could be expected to promote other
meaningless activities during the
semester, regardless of the
knowledge value they offer.
Get serious Wassenaar!
Rick Janousek
Business, senior

Merit increases
aren’t good will

way necessarily compatible.

However, I was greatly
disappointed to find that you had
edited out one of the more important
points which I mentioned in the
letter.

Editor:
In the matter of the new salary
schedule Wiggsey Sivertsen says,
"My point is that merit reviews and
increases are made in such a way
that it all depends on the good will of
the administration of the university,
in this case the president."
BULL. If this were true I’d
personally be the oldest assistant
professor on campus.
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Nobody assumes that presidents
But
are totally benevolent.
benevolence is not what we expect of
Presidents. From presidents we
expect just evaluations not
benevolence since the two are in no

The denunciation of any system
because it isn’t yet perfect (and
probably never will be) would leave
all of us still in the caves.
Oh well, there are two safe
places) ? I: the womb and solitary
confinement. I think I’d rather
gamble in the outside world.
Edward J. Laurie
Marketing

Radio/TV students
deserve more
Editor:
I wish to thank you for running
my letter concerning your article
about KSJS.

Indeed, many students in the
majoi largely agree with me that
one can’t expect to learn much from
a professor ( MacKenzie) who once
told his class that during his days as
newscaster, he would delete international news with hard-topronounce names. A four-year
radio/TV student should be able to
get much more than this kind of
example and guidance.
Again, my sincere thanks.
Due Q. Nguyen
Radio/TV Broadcasting,
Junior
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Prop.1 3 hits home; basic programs face cuts
by Russ Fung
Forecasts for the
upcoming 1981-82 state
budget continue to warn
that it will be affected by
such fiscal problems as
reductions, inflation and
taxes.
In his Jan. 28 report to
the California State
University and Colleges
( CSUC system board of
trustees, Chancellor Glenn
Dumke said a difficult year
may lie ahead.
Explaining that basic
programs will have to be
reduced,
Dumke
characterized Gov. Ed-

mund G. Brown Jr.’s
budget as a "survival" one.
"We can survive with
the governor’s budget but
with a lowered level of
services," Dumke said in
his report.
Dumke said the CSUC
will either have to reduce
service by admitting fewer
students or increase the
system’s income "if it
expects to maintain a level
in quality."
The $936.6 million
support portion of CSUC’s
proposed budget, Dumke
said, is only two-tenths of I
percent more than last

year.
Some $34.8 million in
However, inflation has requests by the trustees
gone up more than 10 are not in the governor’s
percent and enrollment has budget, Dumke said.
increased by 6,100 full-time
Dumke said of the
equivalent students, ac- capital outlay request for
cording to Dumke.
construction and repairs on
"I’m concerned about CSUC campuses only $21.8
the budget’s reductions for million is included in the
inflation, which I believe to budget.
be unrealistically low,"
This is only one-half of
Duaske said in his report.
the $44.4 million in funds
Dumke also predicted the CSUC had requested.
a lack of funds for faculty
Already SJSU has
staffing,
instructional asked for $600,000 to redo
services,
student af- its entire lighting system.
firmative action and
Dumke said an adrepairs on CSUC cam- ditional $10 million
puses.
reduction, required to

In training.
Capt. Andrew Peterson
tells
students how
much exercise they
have to do, right, as
Doris
Hutchinson
counts push-ups for
classmates, below.
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by Jeff Davis
With natural crude oil
getting more and more
scarce, this country’s
energy needs could be
supplied by the sun.
That’s what the SJSU
Environmental Studies
Department is saying and
with enrollment steadily
increasing over the last
three years, students seem
to be in agreement.
"Solar classes are
packed," said Prof. Gary
Klee, coordinator of environmental studies. "The
era of petroleum and fossil
fuels is over. Even the big
oil companies are seeing
the writing on the wall."
When natural crude oil
becomes too costly to find
and
refine,
environmentalist and lecturer Frank Schiavo thinks
oil companies will continue
to have a big stake in the
country’s energy future.
"The oil companies
have begun work toward
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electrical applications of
solar energy," he said.
"They will simply make a
move to electrical power"
when the oil dries up.
Schiavo is the leading
authority on solar power at
SJSU, Klee said. He was
named "Environmentalist
of the Year" by the New
Conservationists, a society
dedicated to the preservation of the environment.
Along
with
other
classes, Schiavo will be
teaching a new course
starting Feb. 13, "Solar
Energy
for
the
Homeowner,"
through
Continuing Education.
"The class gives a nontechnical, practical study
of passive and active solar

energy systems and theit
residential applications,"
he said.
A passive solar energy
system uses the sun
directly in heating already
standing structures such as
window glass and exterior
walls, thus heating the
building, he said.
On the other hand, an
active system uses a pump
and other installed devices

***"...worth
cheering about."

Students
to appear
on T.V.

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS
Kathleen Carroll

"...will win some
nominations...
a pretty wonderful
movie,. this year
it’s Inside Moves.

Two members from the
Portuguese-Brazilian Club
will be on a local television
program which deals with
the study of various international cultures and religions.
Heraldo Da Silva,
SJSU professor of Portuguese, and club president
Margaret Leicester will be
on channel 11 on "Interfaith is People," Sunday
night at 10 a.m.
Show host Rev. Shubert Hamilton and Rabbi
David Robins will talk with
the two members about
Portuguese-Brazilian way
of life

"You shouldn’t miss
Inside Moves...
an exhilarating
experience."
Jucloh C
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any idea,’ he said.
"It may well depend
upon the strategy taken by
the chancellor’s office and
how they’re going to approach the $10 million,"
Foote said.
"The legislature may
give it back to them or they
may not even go through
the exercise of distributing
the loss until after the
legislature says, ’no way.’
It could be April until we
know."

ROTC enrollment goes up
by David Saracen
Because people are beginning to forget about the
Vietnam War, the Reserve Officer’s Training Corps
( ROTC) enrollment has increased to its highest level in
three years, according to Capt. James Clarke, assistant
professor of military science.
Clarke said the effects of the Vietnam War are fading
away and the war that stirred so much controversy in the
late 1960s and early 1970s is having little impact on today’s
younger people.
"There’s just less emotion concerning the Vietnam
War now," Clarke said. "People are beginning to forget
about it."
Clarke said the capture of the 52 Americans in Iran
could also be a reason for the increase in ROTC
enrollment.
The ROTC program was at a low of 78 enrolled cadets
in 1978. Last semester the program had an enrollment of
128 cadets. Although the totals for this semester have not
been completely compiled, Clarke estimated the program
will have 110 to 120 cadets.
The ROTC program graduates its students as second
lieutenants.
There are three methods enlistees can choose from in
reaching the second lieutenant ranking. They can enlist in
ROTC at various colleges, attend West Point Military
Academy or go to officers training school.
Clarke said 90 percent of the cadets choose the ROTC
program.
Students are not required to make a commitment to
the military until the end of their sophomore year.
Until then, students take only one ROTC special
military course each semester along with enough other
units to constitute a "full load.’ The student also must
fulfill the university requirements of having a GPA of 2.0
or better.
After a commitment has been made in the student’s
sophomore year, the university pays the student $100
monthly. At the end of the SJSU cadet’s junior year, he is
then transferred to Ft. Lewis, Wash., where they participate in a six -week leadership and training camp.

The cadets live in the barracks and hold regular
exercise and chore sessions, but the main focus of the
camp is leadership training.
The cadets work with tanks, perform infantry tactics
and participate in night patrols and ambush training.
As a senior, the cadet takes regular courses and one
ROTC course each semester before a six-week camp
course at Fort Knox in Kentucky.
The ROTC offers a scholarship program which pays
for tuition and books at college. The scholarships are
under an elastic system, the amount fluctuating with the
school that the cadet attends.
After graduation, there are a number of possibilities
to choose from. The cadet can choose active duty, consisting of four years in active duty and two years in the
reserves, or join the normal cadet reserve commission,
consisting of three years active duty and three years in
the reserves.
The cadet can join just the reserve duty and may even
further his education by working for a master’s degree or
going to law school.
think the Army is providing people with a chance to
get an education and gain a certain amount of pride and
respect while doing it," Cadet Capt. Thomas Scherff said.

Jazz on Friday
at Spartan Pub
The newly remodeled Spartan Pub initiates its "Jazz
on Friday" series today from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m.
This week’s featured artist is trombonist Matt Finders. Finders will take a leave of absence from the SJSU
Jazz Department to tour Europe with the "Clark Terry
Big Band."
Each Friday the Pub will showcase a local jazz artist
who will be backed by "The Rhythm Section" with
Sammy Cohen on drums, guitarist Tom Taylor and Tom
Bockhold on bass.

OPEN PARTY

changes in their own you’ve paid for the installation," Schley() said.
homes."
Klee admitted solar
"I suspect that the
biggest
reason
solar energy has a long way to go
energy systems are getting in supplying people’s
so popular is there’s almost complete energy needs, but
nothing you can buy that added "With every inwill save you money and a crease on their PG and E
solar system will actually bill people get more serious
save you money as soon as about it."

Sigma Alpha Mu
tonight
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"IT IS
IMPOSSIBLE. . .
.
to understand the
present or prepare for the
future unless we have some
knowledge of the past."
MA
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to move solar heated water
to different areas in a
building, he said.
Schiavo uses both an
active and passive system
to supply energy in his own
home, which is almost
completely run on solar
power.
"A lot of our students
are very practical," Klee
said. "Thgy want to know
how to make simple
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choices until new tax thirds of the break, since
revenues are found."
they own two-thirds of
Kessler said California taxable property in the
now ranks 41st nationwide state.
in spending for higher
"We’re now beginning
education behind Alabama, to feel the impact of
Arkansas and Georgia.
Proposition 13 on the state
The problem with budget," said John Foote,
California’s tax policies, dean of academic planning.
Kessler explained, is that
Foote said a CSUC
"Businesses are no longer deadline for reaching a
bearing their fair share."
final decision on how to
Kessler said this is deal with the $10 million
because when Proposition reduction is not expected
13 cut property taxes by $7 soon.
million, businesses got two"I really don’t have

Bright future seen for solar power at SJSU
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make a balanced budget,
will influence the 1981/82
budget.
In a news release,
Warren Kessler, president
of United Professors of
California I UPC), blamed
California’s tax policies for
Gov. Brown’s budget.
"Brown is reflecting
hard financial realities
imposed by Proposition 13
finally hitting home,"
Kessler said.
’ ’The money isn’t there
and all of us will face hard
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"It takes action to get some
non, and this is what our people
.ise to realite They have to
ganize and become involved in
s ell coordinated action which will
olve any means necessary to bring
,liout complete elimination of the
onditions that exist conditions
that are actually criminal Not only
iilust, but criminal, -- MALCOLM
Malcolm X, also known as LI
1,1i Malik Shaba,, also known as
,olowale was a very eloquent Pan
oican organizer He was a keen
,,,ilyzer and a quirk witted
,olutionary At the same time he
,s a humbl- and charismatic
rsonality There are many writings
lie form or articles and hooks on
dynamic brother
Malcolm was born in Omaha.
Ittaska nts Stas 19th

192; 11e was

discouraged in, tiaternalistii racism
which he eni ountered tn grade
school He dropped out and became
a victim of the At, an sttuatton in
the U S A He spent six years in tail
when convic ted of burglary In tail he
became a member of the -’Nation of
Islam
He withdrew from this
organization in 1964 and began to
build a religious organitation known
as the Muslim Masque Inc arid a
political organization known as the
Organitatior ol At to, Amen( an
Unity He was murdered on f ebniarv
21st, 1965 There has been much
literature attributing the death of
Malcolm X to the P tI, C I A and,or
the LISA government Why+
Three of the most important
reasons why Malcolm X was killed
are as follows 11 he was trying to
t ans worldwide to unite
meant/
aga aist

t

A

Import,’ 1 tsm

12)

191, imaged the total independence
ol all colontied people, I 1)6.. openls

and fearlessly denounced in,
perialism of any kind as well .1,
F III ’C I A infiltrators and - urn,
toms" of the African nation
If you have never heard of
Malcolm X then you have missed a,,
important part of African Timor c
You now have a chance to see
movie on his lif r and views It purpose cif Afro an History is to briny
out that part of African culture whii
rellects the struggle for freedom bs
African people
To the African student in
particular as well as the general
student body, the i onquest of
knowledge should always be one of
sour goals
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Campus buildings scheduled for destruction
wiRtorp- ,

Administration develops plan
to repair, destroy buildings
Special to the Daily
by Mark Curs’
After years of frustration and
uncertainty, the SJSU administration has finally developed a
and
maintenance
long-range
demolition plan for the 15 temporary
buildings on campus.
Although the plan will increase
maintenance expenditures for the
neglected buildings, the goal of
moving
the
apeventually
proximately 30u faculty, staff and
administrative personnel from these
buildings into permanent facilities
remains an ominous question mark,
One man pursuing this goal is J.
Handel Evans, associate executive
vice president --a man often
criticized by inhabitants of temporary buildings for the university’s
no maintenance policy for temporary buildings.
It was 1972 when the university
administration stopped the maintenance on the structures.
The decision was spurred by a
directive from the California State
University and Colleges board of
trustees stating all buildings not on
the campus master plan must be
destroyed.
Now with the aid of several
school deans, Evans believes he has
come up with a satifactory plan to
meet the demands of the people in
temporary building purgatory.
Based on a recent structural
study of 11 buildings, the plan allows
for a range of repairs on the
buildings.
There is a catch, however, for
some of the buildings. The plan will
allow more expenditures for
buildings considered livable for
another five to seven years while
others in worse condition will

receive only necessary repairs.
While this may seem to be a
"Catch 22" at first glance, Evans
has a rationale.
We wanted to devise a plan to
allow the people in the temporaries
to remain without doing extensive
maintenance," Evans said. "One of
the main questions we asked was,
’Do we want to consider putting a
new roof on a building if we tear it
down the next year?"
A representative sample of
buildings is Building SS, which
houses the Social Science Department. The study found the building
extremely vulnerable to fire,
unaccessible to handicapped persons, below federal energy conservation codes and structurally
unfit to meet state earthquake
codes.
The study estimated the cost of
bringing Building SS up to state
codes at $307,200. The average cost
for all the buildings is $158,000.
Evans said several of the
buildings’ problems were
overlooked by the study.
"The one thing we didn’t look
at...was the electrical problem
there’s also significant heating
problems," Evans said. "Both are
being held together by chewing
gum."
The problem facing Evans is a
lack of funding for temporary
building maintenance.
"We simply don’t have major
amounts of money to rehabilitate the
buildings," he said. "We have to
make do with what we have."
Because of the tight financial
situation, Evans’ plan allows for a
maximum expenditure of $9,000 per
building.
Buildings Z, 0, and G will be

provided maintenance only when
there is an absolute need, according
to Evans.
The plan specifies what work
will not be done on the buildings,
such as no outside painting, major
construction, new roofs, heating-air
conditioning systems and new
electrical wiring.
The second part of Evans’ plan
deals with moving the faculty and
staff in these buildings into permanent facilities, a rather large
dilemma when costs are being cut
by the state in the wake of
Proposition 13.
The key to Evans’ plan is the $5
million renovation of the Old Science
Building, originally scheduled for
completion in 1984.
Once the renovation is complete,
the office shuffle will begin, according to Evans.
The one hurdle left to clear,
however, is winning funding approval from the state.
Evans admits funding for the
project will be difficult to obtain and
has already experienced delays.
"The Old Science renewal is not
going all that well," he said. "This is
the third year for (funding requests
for) Old Sciencegoing on to our
fourth."
Evans explained that the
Chancellor’s Office must make the
final decision as to which campus
should have priority for major
funding. "You just have to wait your
turn," he said.
Bob Sykes, director of physical
planning for the CSUC, said he isn’t
optimistic about the Old Science
project.
"We (CSUC) requested $44
million from the state, but the
governor clipped it to $20 million,"
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he said. "Old Science will be
proposed, I’m sure, but whether it’s
fundedthat’s another story."
Whether Old Science is
remodeled or not, a move of personnel has begun.
Arlene Okerlund, dean of
Humanities and Arts, has already
made a request to Evans for the
relocation of the Foreign Languages
Department from Building N.
"I’m still waiting for a plan
from the associate executive vice
president," she said. "I’m not in
charge of where they go."
Evans said Okerlund was the
first school dean to put in a
relocation request, "It’s first come,
first serve."
Okerlund, however, still does
not know when Building N will be
vacated. "I can’t move them until
I’m told where to go."
Okerlund said she is extremely

concerned with the fire danger in
Building N.
"If you walk through the
building, you notice that the building
is made entirely of wood," she said.
"The stairwell is certainly not made
for evacuation."
Evans said Building R, which at
one time was used by Veterans’
Affairs, will be torn down this
month.
"I have to file an Environmental
Impact Statement and then we’ll go
out to bid (for a contractor)."
Evans said he wants to make all
moves on a permanent basis.
"Obviously, I’d like to keep
them in a permanent location," he
said. "There may be some problems
managing the moving around,
though."
Another dean working on the
temporary builidng problem is Dean
Andrew Hughey of the School of

Applied Arts and Sciences.
"Because of the health and
safety problems in Building Z, we’ve
asked Evans to evacuate our
people."
Hughey’s "people" in Building Z
are members of the Health Science
Department.
Hughey said his school has a
committee established to plan space
allocations for each course and
department.
"The committee is working on it
and will make a presentation to
Handel when we’re done.
"It’s been a heckuva learning
process," Hughey said, adding, "It’s
shell of a headache."
Hughey, however, is optimistic
the temporary building problem will
be solved.
"With Handel’s help and with
the help of all the deans, we’ll be
successful."

Concern expressed for campus’ quality

End of line for temporary buildings
by Judy Larson
Associate News Editor
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History senior Charlene Glbert leaves Building
destroyed soon

N.

which may be

Like living creatures, the 15
temporary buildings on the SJSU
campus are quickly approaching the
end of their life spans.
In the next five years, the administration plans to demolish all
the temporary buildings on campus
and relocate their occupants.
However, the buildings’
residents feel strongly about the
inevitable end.
"It would be a stupid waste to
tear down our building," said Nancy
Davidson, secretary for the Alumni
Association.
The Alumni Association is
housed in Building FE on San Carlos
Street near Duncan Hall. The
building has the atmosphere of a
cozy house and at one time was a
home, Davidson said.
"It has a special relaxed
flavor," she said. "Because it is
more relaxed than a typical offif-e, it
makes it easier for former students
to come back."
For some residents the buildings
have developed a personality.
Building SS on Fourth Street

between San Carlos and San
Salvador streets is a building with a
unique character, according to
Social Science Department
secretary, Nadine Willey.
"Students enjoy coming out here
because of the comfortable atmosphere," Willey said. "We love
our courtyard and the basement
where we hold meetings."
Concern over what will replace
the temporary buildings is also a
consideration, according to social
science associate Pt-of, Robert
Jurmain.
"I’m concerned with the quality
of the campus," he said. "If our
building should be destroyed and
replaced with a parking garage I
think the quality of the campus
would be decreased."
Besides their attachment to the
buildings, many occupants feel safe
in them even though the buildings
are not considered earthquake safe
and are not equipped with fire
alarms.
"We have eight doors on the first
floor," said Werner Ftadke, Foreign
Languages Department chairman.

Perseverance strong for condemned building
by Barbara Wyman
A year after it began, the
struggle to preserve Building D is as
strong as ever, according to Mike
Medina, Associated Students
president.
The building is scheduled for
destruction within the next two
years as part of a 1972 directive by
the California State University and
Colleges system that all temporary
buildings be demolished.
Building D, built in 1878 as the
Kottinger and Company Grocery
store, is the oldest temporary
building at San Jose State.
The brick walls and a partially
excavated cellar which now encompass only a storage room were
once filled with activity, according
to Jack Douglas, campus librarian.
-It used to be a hangout," .h.
said. "When I first came to this
campus in 1959 it was a restaurant
and store called the Pig Pen.
Students were in there all the time."
In 1972 art Professor Anthony
May and students created a tile
mural on the west wall of the
building. "That was before the
whole notion of saving Building D
came about," May said.
More recent efforts by May and
his students have included a campaign to convert Building D into a
coffeehouse. That idea was rejected
by SJSU President Gail Fullerton

and other alternatives to demolition
have since then been suggested.
The destruction of all campus
temporary’ buildings was the major
concern of Save Our Structures
S.O.S. ), a student -faculty
organization which was formed last
year.
The organization doesn’t formally exist anymore because its
goals are now being carried out by
the A.S., according to Medina who
chaired the group.
Medina said the AS. is focusing
on the fate of Building D rather than
all temporary buildings.
A committee, which Diane
Scher, A.S. director of student
services, called an "aftermath of
S.O.S.," has been formed to study
alternatives for the use of Building
D.
The committee is comprised of
representatives from the Student
Union, Spartan Shops and the A.S.
board of directors.
Some of the suggestions be‘ore
the committee include moving
Earth Toys from the Old Cafeteria to
Building D, creating a general store
similar to the Kottinger store or
making it an art gallery.
Medina noted that the store idea
could be an extension of the Spartan
bookstore which might stay open for
night students.
Douglas, however, is "more

inclined to see it used as a gallery."
He said he envisions an adjunct to
the Art Building or a display area for
art work owned by the Student
Union.
Douglas is currently working on
registering Building D with the
National Register of Historic

Places. This would be a "mixed
blessing," according to Medina.
"It would make the building
exempt from destruction
by
making it a state historical landmark) but it would also limit the
ways you could restore it," he explained.
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A.S. President Mike Medina in front of condemned Building D,
which is located across from the Student Union on Ninth Street.

"We can get out anytime. Where
would people get out if there was a
fire in the new library or the
business tower?"
"I think our building is better
put together than some of the newer
buildings," added Jurmain.
A major concern of the occupants of the temporary buildings
is where they will eventually be
moved. Most departments expressed concern over the possibility
of having professors split up between buildings.
The Foreign Languages
Department is housed in Building N.
Radke referred to being split up as a
"kiss of death" for his department.
"If they split us up, we will lose
our cohesiveness and if we lose that,
we will begin to lose enrollment," he
said. The Foreign Language
Department has the problem of not
being required in general education
and must attract students, he added.
Bob Sampson, director of
veterans affairs, said the administration can’t "put them in the

closet somewhere" when they are
relocated.
The veterans program, which
recently moved from temporary
Building R to temporary Building 0,
is satisfied with its present location,
Sampson said.
"We are mandated by law to
offer certain services," he said. "If
they don’t give us enough space
wherever we are relocated to handle
those services, I’ll have to fight the
move."
Although most of the residents
know that eventually the buildings
will be torn down, some hold a hope
that somehow their building will
survive.
Even though the buildings may
be "tumbling down around their
ears," as Willey described it, most
occupants wish they could stay.
However, the progress of life is
unceasing and the temporary
buildings are not destined to last.
Their occupants are basically
helpless in their attempts to save
their temporary homes.

Remodeling of Old Science
depends on ’82-’83 budget
by tyndee Fontana
Remodeling of the Old Science Building may get underway in 1982 if
funas for the project are approved by the state legislature in the university’s
1982-83 budget.
The capital outlay needed to begin the project stands a better chance of
being approved in that year’s budget than ever before, according to SJSU
associate executive vice president J. Handel Evans and CSUC director of
physical planning Bob Sykes.
The estimated cost of remodeling totals $5 million.
Plans for remodeling of the building, which has been vacant since the
end of the 1980 spring semester, have been on the university drawing board
since the building was declared seismologically unsafe.
Sykes said the recommendation of the state commission on seismology,
which is expected to stress the importance of bringing buildings up to earthquake codes, might make the university’s quest for funds a little easier.
"The Old Science Building is one of the worst buildings in the California
State Universities and Colleges system ( in seismological terms )," he said.
To bring the building up to current earthquake codes, a project which
Sykes estimated would take two to three years, major remodeling work
would have to be done, he said.
Toe exterior, roof, electrical wiring, plumbing and ventilation in the
building would require major work, Sykes said. Access for the handicapped
would also have to be provided, he s.id.
Evans said the university will update the project and resubmit it to the
state in March or April, as part of the 1982-83 budget package.
The university has submitted the project to the state for the past three
years, Evans said, but has been unable to get funding.
The state simply doesn’t have enough funds to go around, he said.
"There are 19 of us (colleges in the CSUC system) vying for a diminished
dollar and istudeoi; enrollment is down. The state is looking with a jaundiced eye at all capital outlay items for buildings," he said.
"We have to fight tooth and nail for each capital outlay item," Sykes
said.
Evans and Sykes said that part of the budgeting problem is a result of
the 1978 tax -cutting measure, Proposition 13.
This is the first year the state will really feel the money pinch, Sykes
said, and the state is considering that.
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50% of Michelob fans
pull the switch
for today’s Schlitz
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Schlitz’ impressive showing
against Michelob wasn’t the
first time loyal beer drinkers
picked Schlitz over their brand.
Results were similar in earlier
tests against number one selling Budweiser.
In a live TV taste test conducted just before the second
half of the Oakland/Houston
playoff game, 46 out of 100
loyal Bud drinkers preferred
Schlitz over their own beer. A
week later, 100 more Bud
drinkers were tested. This time
50%exactly halfpulled the
switch for Schlitz.
All in all, 48% of the loyal
Bud drinkers tested liked
Schlitz better. Prior to the test,
the panelists had signed affidavits affirming that Budweiser
was their beer. Most of them
seemed confident that Bud
would be their choice in the
test. At least 48% left with a
new outlookand some, perhaps, with a new beer.

50 out of 100 Michelob
drinkers pick Schlitz
on live Super Bowl TV
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It was Schlitz vs. Michelob Beer and former NFL Referee Tommy Bell called the
score for Schlitz in the live TV taste test.
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"I was confident"
states Schlitz Chief
Frank Sellinger
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The results of the taste
tests were not unexpected for
Schlitz Chief Executive, Frank
Sellinger.
"Some people thought it was
risky to do live TV taste tests
in front of millions of people:’
says Sellinger, "but it didn’t take
nerve, it just took confidence:’
Sellinger, a master brewer
for 40 years, has helped brew
some of the world’s finest beers.
Since joining the company
three years ago, he has concentrated on making Schlitz
the best premium beer on the
market.
"They brought me here to
brew the best:’ says Sellinger.
"And this Schlitz is it:’
It seems quite a few of the
Bud, Miller and Michelob
drinkers tested agree.

In the weeks following the
impressive showing against
#1 Budweiser, Schlitz went
head to head against another
leading beerMiller.
In two taste tests appearing
on live television, a total of 200
loyal Miller drinkers were
asked to choose between their
beer and Schlitz. Again, a significant number of Miller
drinkers decided their beer
was second best and pulled the
switch for Schlitz.

100 million fans watched as
Schlitz took on Michelob in the
finale of "The’Great American
Beer Switch:’ The dramatic test
was conducted live during halftime of the Super Bowl game.
The huge audience witnessed 100 loyal Michelob
drinkers choose between two
unlabelled beerstheir own
Michelob and today’s Schlitz.
The outcome proved a surprise
to many Michelob drinkers who
found themselves preferring
the taste of Schlitz over the
taste of Michelob.
Each of the 100 loyal
Michelob drinkers was served
two beers, one Schlitz and one
Michelob, in unlabelled ceramic mugs. Tasters were told to
indicate a tie, or make a choice
by pulling an electronic switch
left or right in the direction of
the beer they preferred. To insure fairness, the testing was
conducted by a leading independent consumer research
firm. The results were validated by another top statistical
research company, Elrick and
Lavidge, Inc.
Before the test, the Michelob
drinkers probably thought they
would pick their own brand. A
lot of them seemed surprised
as they watched the number
of Michelob drinkers who preferred Schlitz flash up for national TV.

Beer fans surprised at choice of Schlitz
Panelists who decided their
beer was second best and chose
Schlitz expressed surprise.
Similar reactions have been
registered in other taste tests
across the country.
"I honestly selected the beer
I preferred and it wasn’t Millet"
admitted Miller drinker, Albert
Gualano.
"I’m genuinely surprised:
exclaimed Guy D’Anne, "I
thought Bud was better but I’ve
been proved wrong:’ "Schlitz
has much better flavor than
Miller, and it goes down easier,"

attested Bill Weber, "I could
drink it all night:’
Panelist 7ernie Felsbit
summed up the reaction of

many of the Bud, Miller and
Michelob drinkers when he
said, "There may be a new
beer in my future’:

Do it yourself try the "Great
American Beer Switch" test
This test requires two identical mugs, a Schlitz and your
regular beer, at equal temperature. Label the mugs "1’ and
"2" so the taster won’t know
which beer is which. Pour the
beers to equal heads out of the
taster’s sight.
To ensure that the choice is

made on taste alone, serve the
beer in non-transparent mugs
or have the taster dose his eyes.
Now let the taster sample both
of the beers and choose the one
that tastes bettef. Now you
taste both beers yourself. Did
you pick your regular brand?
Or today’s Schlitz?

Loyal Michelob drinkers chose between unlabelled mugs
of their Michelob and today’s Schlitz.
1981. Jos Schlitz Brewing Company. Milwaukee WI
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Final free throws clinch win

=--.M.177-.*7 Lady cagers top S.F. State
It took two free throws
by Wanda Thompson in the
final seconds of the game
before SJSU’s women’s
basketball team could
claim victory over San
Francisco State University
(SFSU) Tuesday night in
the men’s gymnasium.
The Spartans reached
the .500 mark 10-101 while
SFSU fell to 11-13 for the
season. The fact that the
Spartans won the contest is
not as important as the
difficulty they encountered
in doing so.
In view of the results of
the two teams’ first
meeting this year, in which
the Spartans set a school
scoring record, defeating
SFSU 103-69, the Spartans’
performance
Tuesday
night was puzzling.
SJSU went to the
locker room at halftime

r4kNowa.
es

with a meager one-point
advantage. Karen Mason
remained SJSU’s primary
offensive source as she
scored 15 of the Spartans 33
points for the half .
SFSU went ahead for
the first time in the game,
34-33, with the first points
of the second half. The lead
exchanged hands several
times before SFSU had a
chance to tie the game with
18 seconds left to play.
However, a subsequent
turnover ruined its chance.
Thompson, who was fouled
while bringing the ball
down court, then made two
free-throws, giving the
Spartans a four-point lead
with less than 10 seconds
remaining.
Despite Mason’s game
high of 31 points, she was
not the most outstanding
feature of Tuesday night’s

contest.
Elinor Banks, who was
averaging 17.6 points per
game, did not play until the
last minute of the contest.
Denise Burtis did not play
at all. And Cyd Crampton
saw action only in the
second half.
"We are going to play
those people who play hard
consistently, and we are
going to win or lose with
those people," Chatman
explained.
"We have to play the
people with intensity and
concentration," Chatman
added. "If they show that
kind of effort in practice
and do it in the games, they
will play."
Because of the absence
of Banks, a 5-foot-7 guard,
Sheila Brown started the
game at center for Spartans.

Sports Shorts

photo I),

A passing
fancy

ea I Initgrite

SJSU’s playmaking guard, Wanda Thompson (at
right) cuts loose a pass in the Spartans’ 69-64
win over San Francisco State, Tuesday night.
Thompson led the Spartans with eight assists.
Below, SJSU’s Doug Murrey, the Spartans
leading PCAA scorer, prepares to pass in the
Spartans win over Utah State last week. Murrey
scored 22 points in the

Now ranked number
18 in the nation, the SJSU
wrestling team takes to the
mat’s Friday night in Chico
ag,:,inst Chico State, and
Sunday night at home
against Humboldt State.
Although Spartan
coach T.J. Kerr isn’t
looking past Chico State,
his main worries lie with
Humboldt.
"They are one of the
top Division II schools
around and they always
give us a tough match,"
Kerr said. "They are
strong from top to bottom."
Among the Spartan
wrestlers
individually
recognized across the
nation are 150-pounder
Reggie Thompson (ranked
number
seven),
134 pounder Eddie Baza and
177 -pounder
David
I honorable
Brouhard
mentions),
The SJSU men’s
gymnastics
team
dominated Sacramento
State in its last action on
Jan. 31, rolling up 229.30
points to 201.10 in
Sacramento.
The win evened the
gymnasts’ overall record
at 3-3.
The
Spartans’
domination was complete,

as they captured first place
in every event except the
parallel bars.
In the all-around
competition, in which the
athletes take part in all six
events, the first three
places went to SJSU.
Jamie Lord scored
49.45 to outdistance
teammates Dave Peterson
46.251 and John Rimbach
(46.00).
Lord won first places in
three events, scoring an
8.90 on the floor exercise, a
7.6 on the pommel horse
and a 9.0 on the high bar.
Rimbach won the
vaulting competition with a
9.30 and Charlie Castillo
captured the rings with an
8.05 to round out the
Spartan
first place
finishers.

The lone win for
Sacramento State was on
the parallel bars, where
Chris Brainard scored a
7.75 to nose out Lord.
The SJSU men’s
swimming team faces San
Francisco State in San
Francisco at 11 tomorrow
morning. The swimmers
are 0-3.
The SJSU racquetball club ran its record to 40, with a win over previously undefeated Stanford last
Saturday at the 21st Point
in Mountain View.
Sponsored by Penn
racquetballs, the league is
the first
Northern
California Intercollegiate
racquetball league in
existence, according to its
number one player and
President Ian Dickson.

"I though Brown and
Karen Ward played very
well," Chatman said.
Comparing Tuesday
night’s contest with the
first time the teams met,
Chatman said, "That was
our best game of the year
and we had our best
shooting effort with five or
six people in double
figures.

1’hey did not play well
( before ) and they had a
better effort tonight," she
added.
According to Chatrnan,
the team’s dreams of a
championship rest with
someone else.
"We have to win the
rest of our games and
depend on someone to beat
Cal-Berkeley," she said.

Baseball season
begins today
The 1981 season starts today for the SJSU baseball
team as it takes on the University of California in a 2:30
game at Municipal Stadium, 10th and Alma streets.
The opening day pitcher for the Spartans will be Eric
Tretten, who will be making his first start ever for the
Spartans. He was used mainly in relief for the team last
year, with a 1-1 record and 6.75 ERA.
Tretten will be opposed by Glenn Prater, the ace of
the Bears staff. He had a 9-3 record last year with a 2.48
ERA.
The Bears, who finished fourth in the NCAA baseball
Championships last year, are 8-1 on the year and have just
beaten Hawaii four times in five games.
Hawaii finished second to the University of Arizona in
last year’s College World Series.
Gone from last year’s Cal squad are Rod Booker, Lyle
Brackenridge, Brian Duffy, Tim Colburn and Dan
Melnerny. all of whom signed pro contracts.
Starring for the Bears in relief is Mitch Hawley, possibly the premier relief pitcher in the nation.
Season tickets arc available at the athletic ticket
office in the Mens Gym. They cost $15 for a family of four,
$10 dollars for adults and $5 dollars for students for 32
games in 26 dates.
Radio station KSJS 190.71 will be carrying the game,
with Tony Kovaleski and Steve Scott doing the play-byplay. The broadcast will start at 2:20 p.m.

KIRKISH
WESTERN WEAR
STETSON HATS
LEVIS/WRANGLERS
736-6243
198 S. MURPHY, SUNNYVALE
(ACROSS FROM MACY’S
MTWF 10-6

THURS 10-9

SAT 10-5:30

LILY TOMLIN IN AN EPIC COMEDY
(GIVE OR TAKE AN INCH)

Spartans drop first to Irvine
by Tim Truax
The UC-Irvine Anteaters brought a halt to
SJSU’s eight game winning
streak in men’s basketball,
defeating the Spartans 9078, and handing them their
first loss in PCAA play last
night at Crawford Hall in
Irvine.
The Spartans are now
15-4 overall and 6-1 in conference action. UC-Irvine
improved its overall record
to 12-7 and 4-3 in the PCAA.
SJSU is still in first

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona Ow
more than 40 courses. anthro
pology, art, bilingual educa
lion, folk music and folk
dance, history, political sci
ence, sociology, Spanish Ian
guage and literature and in
tenswe Spanish Six -week ses
sion. June 29 -August 7
1981 Fully accredited grad
uate and undergraduate pro
gram. Tuition $330 Room
and board in Mexican home
rximix
$340

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robert I. Nugent Bldg 205
University of Arizona
Tucson 85721
(6021 626 4 719

place, but could be tied
with Long Beach State if
the 49ers defeated Utah
State at Long Beach last
night. The Spartans travel
to Long Beach today and
play the 49ers tomorrow
night.
Kevin Magee, a 6-foot-9
junior forward, had 26
points to lead the Anteaters. Randy Whieldon, a 6foot-4 guard/forward, had
24 points to follow Magee.
Magee and Whieldon
were the Anteaters leading

scorers going into the
game, averaging 28.8 and
16.7 points per game, respectively. Both players
transferred from Saddleback Junior College when
head coach Bill Mulligan
left that school for the Irvine position last year.
Sid Williams was the
leading scorer for the Spartans with 21 points. Doug
Murrey, who has led the
scoring for the Spartans in
their last five games, was
held to 10 points.

The Spartans gave up
their season high of 90
points. That eclipsed the
previous high mark of 71,
set on two occasions. SJSU
had dropped to fifth in the
National Collegiate Athletic Association’s ranking of
scoring defenses after their
82-71 win over Utah State
Saturday.
SJSU had won eight
games in a row, including
six in a row in conference
play and four in a row on
the road.

The Associated Students Program Board
Presents

DICK
GREGORY
Comedian/Activist
"You Haven’t Heard Anything Yet"
An exclusive engagement
at S,JSU
Thursday, Feb. 12
8 p.m
Morris Dailey Auditorium
Tickets: $3.00 student advanct’
$4.00 general advancc
$5.00 at the door

THE

INCREDIBLE
SHRINKING
WOMAN

LILY TOMLIN

CHARLES GRODIN NED BEAT T Y A LIJA Production
-THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING WOMAN"
Written by JANE WAGNER Music by SUZANNE CIANI Produced by HANK MOONJEAN
Executive Producer JANE WAGNER Directed by JOEL SCHUMACHER A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
Read the JOVE Book Copyright
1980 by Universal City Studios, Inc [PGIPARICAL GUIDANCE MOVIE)

NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU ’
Ticket information 277-3880
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

feature-
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Bay Area technology to orbit with Columbia
by Richard de Give
When the space shuttle
Columbia blasts off this
spring, it will be taking a
lot of technology developed
in the Bay Area with it.

If an emergency was
determined by the crew,
they were to leave the
cockpit of the jet and step
back to a railed area.

Products will range
from interior and exterior
lights to devices which help
keep the craft stable.
Research and development
on the project was
produced by nine comin
Northern
panies
California.

From there, they
would depressurize the
cabin by setting off an
explosive that knocked out
the windows in the cabin.

Part of the trouble with
the tiles was that they
could not withstand the
intense heat and turbulence that occurs during
re-entry. The tests at Ames
resulted in development of
a special reaction-cured
glass coating that is
waterproof and will
withstand the stress of at
least 100 re-entries.
The
tiles
were
developed by Lockheed
Missiles and
Space
Company in Sunnyvale.
Lockheed has also made a
table-top lab that will be
used for life science experiments on the shuttle.
The work station comes
with its own clean-room
environment, lights, and
outlets for water, electricity, vacuum and data
links.

The Columbia
may lift off
in early April

The crew would then go
down a tube slide constructed like a cheese
grater, to the freight
compartment of the craft,
according to Weiss, where
they would then take
another slide to safety.

Ames Research Center
at Moffett Field conducted
tests on the shuttle in its
wind tunnel, the largest in
the free world. According
to Evvie Rasmusen, public
affairs officer, tests have
been done on the craft to
measure
the
forces,
pressure distributions and
heating rates on all facets
of the system.
Ames also has been
concentrating effort on the
ceramic tiles which protect
the craft during the critical
re-entry into the atmosphere. These tiles have
been a major stumbling
. block in completing the
project, which is two years
behind schedule.

in air accidents because doors of the shuttle and on
the craft is not instantly the back end of the wing
depressurized,"
Weiss flaps
said.
A
non-metallic
Also contributing to the honeycomb IS used on the
project are two companies )uter doors of the craft.
in the East Bay. Hexcell Both types of honeycomb
are stiff and lightweight,
according to Patcock.

for tne crew of the 747 that
was used in the first tests of
the shuttle.

The woven graphite
cloth will be used on the
outside doors, the edge of
the wings and on the nose of
the craft.

Two
types
of
honeycomb are being used
on the craft, said Jack
Patcock of Hexcell. An
aluminum honeycomb is
being used on the inside

An

control of the craft.
The Columbia is
scheduled to leave Cape
Kennedy during the week
of April 5, according to
NASA.

S. F. CHRONICLE:
"Bold, finely executed. well acted,
colorful, intensely interesting,
funny and full of suspense.
A movie that bristles with
freshness and life."

Some of the flight
control components are
made by Systron-Donner of
Concord. The company is
manufacturing the angular
and linear accelerometers
for the shuttle, as they did
for the Apollo missions and
some of the satellites, Ron
Kitowski
of SystronDonner said.

Aerospace in Dublin is
making the honeycomb
insulators and graphite
cloth for the exterior of the
shuttle craft.

The company is hoping
to sell the window explosives to the aircraft
industry at-large. "Most
deaths and injuries occur

controls mane Of the
movements of the craft arid
stabilizes it. The angular
accelerometer monitors
the rotational movements
of the craft, and the linear
is for instrumentation and

- Peter Stack. San Frisnosco Chronicle

TIME:
"This one has everything: sex,
violence, comedy, thrills,
tenderness. Laugh with it, scream
at it, think about it. You may leave
the theatre in an altered state."

accelerometer

-Richard Corhss, Time

In Celebration of

AFRICAN HISTORY MONTH

The space shuttle Columbia
Another company in
the Silicon Valley involved
in the shuttle program is
II,C Technology of Sunnyvale.
ILC manufactures the
interior and exterior lights
on the shuttle. The lights
are different than the
normal lights purchased by
consumers, according to
’LC spokesman Brian
Guscott.

the
project.
Ford
Aerospace and Communications Corporation
has built the ground
communications system to
support the shuttle at
Vandenberg Air Force
Base. Watkins Johnson has
made antennas for the
craft.

"The lights we make
are qualified for use in
space, and were made to
handle the space environment," he said.

Crew safety is always a
concern in space missions.
Teledyne McCormack in
Hollister is providing
pyrotechnic emergency
escape systems for commercial, military and
space crafts, said
spokesman Ray Weiss.

Fluorescent lamps will
be used on the interior of
the craft. Outside, two
types will be used, Guscott
said. One will be a filament
type and the other is an arc
lamp.

"When most people
hear
the
word
’pyrotechnics,’ they think
of bombs or fireworks. We
are in the business of using
explosives safely," Weiss
said.

Two Palo Alto companies also are involved in

Teledyne McCormack
made the escape system

--

-

The African Student Union will
present a dinner and film on

ALTERED STATES
ALTERED STAT.S’ W1AMCUT.BIJTIThrOVN

Friday, February 6, 1981
6 and 9 p.m.
Duncan Hall, Room 135
Donation: $1.50

-

BOB EIALAMIN CHARLES HAD
,
DANIEL MELNICK - JOHN CO:RiGt. JANO
, SIDNEY AARON :-:..?ADDY
. HOWARD GOTTFRIED
KEN
U.

R -

IN Do roc.. s-rEgeo I

NOW SHOWING AT
THEATRES & DRIVE-INS
THROUGHOUT THE
BAY AREA!

Each generation stands on the shoulders of its proceeding
generation. Malcolm X represented the aspiration of our
generation which proceeded us.

TI,,, .40., funded lir the *notated Student,

classifieds
SUMMER RAFTING JOBS.

Announcements
_
CAMPUS MINISTRY WORSHIP:
erolestaet. Sundays at 5 pm.:
ooman Catholic. Sundays at 11 p m
ois<opal. tirSt and third Sundays al
o 30 p.m , and Lutheran. Thursdays
p rn at the Campus Christian
enter, NO S. 10th St.
S T UDENT DENTAL PLAN: Take
Are of your mouth and teeth. SAVE
ENROLL
NOW!!
In
MONE Y.
mation

and

brochures

at

A 5

()Thee or Info desk, or call 371-64t1

51.201 to 53,6110. Training provided!
Grand Canyon, Haw., Africa Send
14.95 for application, information
guide (plus free lob guide to Lake
Tahoe. CA) to WHITE NATE R. 7535
Watt Aye., Sacramento, CA 95160

SALESMAN WANTED: Part time
lob, lull tome pay Evenings and
Perfect for student.

PERMANENT POSITIONS
Auto rental counter agent. Full or
part time.

Flexible hours. Assist
customers renting cars. Must whey
working with the public. Requires a
positive personality. Willing to train.
S
I
openings
available
in
Sunnyvale and San Jose. $4.25 per
hour to start Contact Mr. Wilson,
leaf 737-

1200

waitresses. bussers. dishwasher. 304
N First St. C11110.6161.
COOK

T/ FIAT 1150 Racer Returdi engine.
.0 mpg., SIAN. Call Dave at NT 7249
r 793.416a.

Woman needed to cook lunch and
SJSU sorority
Great

dinner for
work ong

ondittuns,

surroundings
74 PONTIAC Trans Am. Excellent
onditton. $4,495 Or best offer. Call
ndy at 1161.3071.

and

pleasant

smiling

laces!

Paid vacations, Hhool year, flexible
hours

Start Immediately, Can 292

7107
OVERSEAS

JOBS
Summer or
year round Europe. South America.
Australia. Asia All fields. 5500 to
SI .200 per mu Sightseeing. For Hee

Help Wanted

info ,
:OMPANIONS: Hourly wage. Work
In retarded persons m their homes
ifernoons. eventngs, or weekends
a experience needed We Hain.
144.5759 or lid -lilt
ANDARIN Chinese tutor wanted.
rite Jay Voral et 1450 Koh Circle,
ode 113. San Jose. CA 14112

C

write

IJC,
Box
Del Mar. CA 92655.

DIGITIZERS’ SI/hr

Contact Lir S

at

RuISES
Club
Mediterranean
?ding expeditions! Needed- Sports
situ rrrrr .
01 1 we
Pe, sonnet.
noetetors
Europe.
Caribbean,
orldwideT Summer. Cole., Send
95 plus SI handlIng for
op
!Hatton,

openings

RUISE WORLD. 2535
acramento.CA 95060

guide
to
Watt ye

660 Open Wed Sal

3 to

Card, Eurail, BrItrail, hostel card,
camping
overseas
fours.
lob
Placement, student ship, wide map

Services
CAMPUS

r

books.

backpacks

social

strokes, study
eTms
and counseling at 300 S. lOth St. call
591.0204. Fr Dan Derry, Sr. Joan

campus. Open 7 days

ROOMS FOR RENT
turniStied
- Or
unfurnished. 7 available Share bath
and kitchen. S145 to S195 per mo.,
utslittes Included. 537 S. 17M St. Call
Vincent at 166-1121.
FEMALE roommate Men.smolter)
needed
to
Share
N.
Valley
townhouse. Washer and dryer Included IS minutes to SJSU. 5250 W
mo.. plus I/2 utolittes. Call 277-7117

Mon. Fri_ 9

.

LOS AL
ALTO
Selecfr x It typing in my office. St 75
per double Spaced page 20 years
experience lor SJSU students. Call
Irene at 141-7015.
TYPING
Top

Typing
TYPING:

Theses. reports, etc IBM
Selech iv hi per hill double spaced,
typed
page
Live
near
Cant

NESS.

briery Los

NEAT
ACCURACY.
GUARAN
DEADLINES

TEED. Experienced in mastors,
reports and dissertation.. Approved
ISM
by SJSU Graduate Office
Selectric II SP Wesson, Hill Area.

John at 4411-2301.

TAXES DONE WHILE YOU WAIT
Inc 10400 and SOA Reliable. Herne/

Cali Janet at 720 9575

home
my
Done
in
Reasonable Call Lynn at 731 1914

YOGA
w/Swiimi
thru Th. 7-9 p.m.

9 p.m. 330 5 3rd. Suite C 12nd flOor).
For information regardng other
achytres and workshePs Call 217

per week single

5902

and

202 S

Ilth St. 01

_

Lecture, sesame, discussion, Sun. /-

Parking
SSO to 560 per week shared. 570 to SOS

courtyard

guaranteed

IA!.!

remains long alter the sweetniNS of
a low price in foripotton.Call: KITTY
at 2341-3099 between 1.0010 pan. and
on weekends.
TYPING
Thesis, Term Papers, etc. Be’
perienced and fast.
ReasOrlable
rates Call 269.5674.

217-4355 after 2
TYPING

and universally understood. For the
finest award -winning photography.

HOLISTIC
M
Nwanian

quality

SS per page for resumes
(incl, help w/set up). CASH ONLY
NO CHECKS PLEASE. Remember:
The bdterness of poor quality

BEST TYPIST
ION. 3rd. No. 123

Gatos
area
CON
SC IE NTIOUS. Call Pat at 356 MS

EASYTYPE TYPING SERVICE
Fast, accurate. professional. Word
processing available. A complete
typing servwe. Call 24e0412.

TYPING

i41114 JOSE RESIDENCE CLUE and
MOTHER
OLSON’S
LODGING
HOUSES
Great guys and gals
Kitchen. TV. linen main service,

letters;

TYPING THAT’S TOPS
E per centdel typist tor term papers,
theses. etc. Santa Clara area. Call
Tony at 596-7N7.

mail

Correcting Selectric II. All work
proofed and milted tor spelling.
Rates 51.50 tor double sp. page: $3
for single sp. page; 53 per pow for

-11EST-PliICE
BEST MACHINE

_
Looking for a
wedding photographerv

Ex.

I’ll type anything

TYPING:

dependable.
Perienced.
protessiona I. North Valley area. Call
Mary Lou at 2520255.

HA YMOND
-ri;1-d
TYSON
SECRETARIAL SERV iCE
Fast
accurate proofed I veiny edited tor
spelling IBM Selectric Call Sharon
at 976 9274 between $ 10 and 10 30

Need cash?
Get quick results...
Advertise in the
Spartan Daily
Classifieds

P m

flee. 122 N 0th. SI Call 911-0223.
HOUSE FOR RENT: 3 Mims, 1 ha.,
unlurnoshed.
close
to
campus.
Available immediately. No pets.
Charming house
great
WS, mo Call 9118 7175

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

location.

Print Your Ad Here:
Coot show yonatoly 30 lattet is and 917.4",

nat’7.

(Effective: Fall 1980)
Each
ad*
One

TANYA,
Marianne
and
Helen
You’re all on the highway to Hell.
but it ain’t no big deal, cause you’re
one step closer and you’ll never he

Three

Few

Inco

none,
day

doe

Iwo
data

days

days

days

lemas

02 80

03 50

0385

$405

04 20

70

due.,

$350

Id 20

*455

CI 75

$4011)

70

5 hoes

*420

14 90

$525

05 45

05 60

70

6 longs

$490

$560

SS 95

16 / 5

$030

870

10 p.m

enfal at

Call

WILLOW GLEN/ ALMADEN
Quality
typing
and
editing
Research papers, resumes. etc. Ask
Inc Marcia Morton at 2649441.

1613

business student Cali Da 1539,

or 263-4466.

One letter to lar

WEEKEND typing. V4/ C weekday.
SI per/page IBM electrK. Editing.
Call 204-9457.

6; Sat.. 10 S. Sun., noon S. Call 292

images by
JOHN PAULSON PHOTOGRAPHY
are epreSsiOns of love Solt, elegant

call

se.

lists, reports, manuals or resumes
Qualify work at reasonable prices.
Call
THE
EXECUTIVES
ASSISTANT at 200 1141.

Koopman.

Personals

insurance purposes reliable. hare
good Wiring ecord and a motor

TYPING

San

and

voltage converters. Trip and
I.
140 W. San Carlos (next to Main
Public Library/. 2 blocks from

Roman
campus ministries offer religious

Panetta. Ms Lynda DeManti, Rev.
Peter
Rey,
Norb
Firnhaber,

Housing

hreolare

selection,

CHRIST-IA-Pa -CENTER:
COMM and Protestant

57-CA311,

_
TRUCK TRANSFER drivers needed
on a part lime basis Must he 71 tor

the same again

Prior name

pthul

Adieems
City

Enclosed is I

0,5 addroonai boa arid

265-1551.
WANTED

WILL THE PERSON who Hole my
aaaaa ark
from
outside
the

Computer Science student to assist
ATARI
with
MICRO
Prof
programmIng. Pay will be by hour.

bookstore on 1/30 please return
c aaaaaa s to lost and found or call
Debi of 374 304 NO QUESTIONS

Call 2611-0409 between 711m or ti

ASKED

looking

echo ASAP
no 4400

fully
SIZE
Waterbed,
equopped. SI SO Call 1110 6971 M,W,Th

SE ER MAKING KIT

guaranteed, So.
Kathie at 571-1216.

FREE COUNSELING FOR
STUDENT TRAVEL
Europe,
Asia.
Mexico.
Hawaii,
Africa. USA, Internahonal Identity

10M TOWILL. Call 915 IMO

cycle. Call Ryder
ALVATION ARMY RECREATION
EPARTMENT is
for an
morrsion
rontaltnator
54 SO/hr
ible hours. IS to 70 pet week

_

DEAR Goddess with one eye. The
yellow inks VW needs a hint. INK.

.

E UL I PIA Restaurant needs waiters,

Automotive

4IC

KING

informatIon.

Monarch Rentals, S

HD.

HEWLETT-PACKARD

calculator. NEW! S240 or best offer.

No

memorabilia QUICK CASH See Or

TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL. 20
years experience. Neat, accurate.
All
formats.
Theses,
resumes,
reports. dissertations.
Deadlines

Travel

240 4610

Makes 4 cases, $32.95. Bear Makers
of America, 1040 N. 4th. Call 211.

Saratoga. CA 95070.

experience needed. Call 166-4231 tor

color
award winning
beaut.I 9,
portrait
by
JOHN
PAULSON
PHOTOGRAPHY Call John at 440

noon. We can hare lunch

employer listings and into guide.
send Silo AL ASCO. 15261 Sobey Rd ,

WANTED: Baseball Cards, year
books and World Series programs,
autographs.
statues,
sports

A THING 01 beauty 50 by Wager
GIVe the got only yOU tao, giee,

RON ENGSTROM! I can’t waif any
longer! Meet meal Cl,, O’s today at

or part. Most sell. Call Armando at

Call MOW after 6
JOBS IN ALASKA. Summer, year
round High pay. 1400 to 52,000 per
month All fields Parks. Fisheries.
Oil Industry and more. Fnr 1981

Saturdays

Law. Business Tower NI or call
113/ 019i

SANSUI amp, Nikko EQ. JVC
cassette deck, II and 0 turntable. All

70

070

Mininum, Trope

70

870

01111.1

0110

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State UntyPISIty
San Jose. California 95192

One Day

Semester Revisit Istuall
5 lines 130 00

10 links 145 OT)

15 tines SBO On

m

JOBS

For Sale
MOVINGT.
UTILITY TRAILER. Enclosed S’ by
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HOME COME ON OUT
AND LET 1)5 IN, OKAY?

FUNDING

cso orll I VE
Gor AN M-I6 AND

A NAPALM GRENIA)
LAUNCHER" ’50

-continued from page 1
"I don’t think we’ll
win, but we’ll try our best,"
she said.

YCU’D BETTER...

The (SVC is also
planning to raise the fee
paid by students who are
not residents of California
from $2,160 a year to $2,835
and to raise the late
registration fee from $5 to
$20, according to McFadden.
In other action, the
board
created
a
"homecoming committee"
to plan homecoming activities in conjunction with
the Alumni Association.
The committee will

the lowest form of humor

arTlY flYnn

Dick Gregory to be featured speaker

system campuses to make
the change.
The events at SJSU are
being funded by the A.S.
The board allocated $6,000
to the Pan-African Student
Union.
During the month.
films,
Karamo said,
speakers and traditional
African arts would be used

Emphasis is c
to make people more
aware of black contributions and culture.
African History Month
activities will begin tonight
in Duncan Hall, room 315,
with the film "Malcolm X"
preceded by a dinner
featuring African foods.

Weather
Today’s outlook calls for cloudy skies with a slight
chance of rain. Winds will be southwesterly from three
to five miles an hour.
The morning low is expected to be 47 and the afternoon high 62.
The weekend calls for partly cloudy skies on
Saturday but clearing by Sunday. The highs will be in
the upper 60s with the lows in the upper 40s.
Forecast by the C ISU Meteorology Department.

African Student Union
president Tukufu, whose
group is coordinating the
event with the Pan-African
Student Union, said
beginning next week films
will be shown Tuesday and
Thursday evenings for the
remainder of the month.
o .1- events at SJSU
met
’appearance by

,nality
act
Brown on Feb.
17 at the Student Union.
On Feb. 27 a cultural
program is scheduled
which will feature poetry
and African music.
The city of San Jose
will also celebrate Black
History Month with a series
of events.

Wednesday is Youth
Day at the San Jose Convention and Cultural
Center.
Major Guion
Bluford, a black astronaut,
will make an appearance
along with scientists and
inventors
from
area
companies.
Puppet shows and
films will also be a part of
Youth Day.
A Black History Month
Parade and Festival will be
held downtown on Feb. 22,
according to festival
coordinator Lula Briggs.
Floats made by local
school districts and industries will be featured in
the parade.
Following the parade a
festival will be held
featuring arts and crafts,
ethnic foods and en tette inment.

it ’8 Important
It’s For You
MEET US IN THE COSTA Nal N ROOM
Ord Floor Student Unitm)

Men fail to realize
effects of assault

A.S. Controller Tom Fit
said he refused to approve
funds for renting the seat
cushions because of a
possible confict of interest.

’What many men fail
to realize is that a sexual
assault can be almost as
injurious to them," he said
"They should realize the
effect on themselves if
their mother, girlfriend or
wife is the victim of a
sexual assault."

"Rapevictim
or
victor," a film produced by
Motorola and the Los
Angeles Sheriff’s DepartDepartment is also ex- ment, will be shown at the
pected to participate in the programs.
program.
Wixom said the
For more information
programs are geared about the program call the
toward both men and UPD crime prevention unit
women.
at 277-2057.

showed more con,cern for
Spartan Shops’ level of
service than the other
candidates and was
worried about meeting the
nutritional needs of dormitory residents.
Medina said that
because A.S. currently has
no director of personnel, he
would not be making as
many personnel recommendations to the board as
he normally would until a
new director is appointed
next week.
The

Kevin Johnson, film
director of the program
board, is also a member of
the SJSU bowling team,
which rents the cushions to
A.S.
Fil also said he thought
the A.S. would be wasting
some of the $64 rental fee if
the movies did not sell out
each Wednesday.
"I really think the
whole idea of supplying
pillows is frivolous," board
Diane
member
Varouchakis said.

board
However,
member Bill Santi replied,
"It’s a pain in the ass.
Those seats get hard real
board also ap- quick."
IAT I It Ill PUNTS liNKANAM Wart
SAN Aril sTATt INK,/ FtNirt

Liear "I Me Rooster

CHINESE NEW YEAR’S
CELEBRATION
LIVE ONSTAGE!

* The Traditional Lion Dance
* Classical Kung Fu Exhibition
also

SJSU Sailing Club will
hold its first meeting at 7
p.m. Monday at the House
of Pizza, 395 Almaden Ave.
For more information, call
Sigma Alpha Mu 292-5061.
have
an
will
Fraternity
open party at 8 p.m.
Ausprus Fellowship of
Friday, 332 S. 11th St.
Student ID is required. For Reconciliation is presentmore information, call ing a speech by Bill Sutherland titled "Non-violence
Mike at 279-9369.
arid Social Change in South
A labor forum will be Africa," Monday, Feb. 9 at
held at 7 p.m. Saturday at 6:30 p.m. Sutherland is a
201 N. Ninth St. The black man living in Zimspeaker will discuss the babwe, representing the
recent assassination at- American Friend Service
tempt on Irish civil rights Committee. The event will
Bernadette also include a potluck supleader
McAliskey. For more in- per. For more information,
formation call Tracy contact Shorty Collins at
297-1769.
Yamamoto. 293-5720.
The University Police
Department will offer
programs at noon and 6
p.m. Monday on "Sexual
Assault Awareness and
Prevention."
The
programs are free, and will
be held in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. For
more information call the
UPD at 277-2057.

Bruce Lee
Return of
The Dragon
THIS FRIDAY, FEB. 7 at 6:00 p.m.
ADMISSIONS lat 6.00 p.in. $2.00
LOCATION: Morris Dailey Auditorium
This show precedes the FRIDAY FUCKS 18:30 p.m I
Sponsored by the Chinese Students Association
in cooperation with the A.S. Program Board

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!
1 he ASPB Spring Film Series announces Pie rerun

’

fRIDRY "(MKS
FRIDAY. Feb. 6 at 8:30 p.m.
"FUNKY NIGHT"
POPEYE
DELIVERANCE!

Society of Latinos in
Engineering and Science
will meet on Wednesday,
Feb. 12 at 12:30 p.m. in the
Engineering Bldg., room
162

ATTENTION: Spartaguide

announcements will run on
a space-available basis.

Scholarship awarded
Advertising
senior recipients in the field of adJohn Frazier was awarded vertising copy writing, acaa $500 advertising scholar- demic standing and finanship by a Mountain View cial need."
public relations !inn.
Frazier, 22, of Los
The firm of Ebey, Ut- Gatos, was one of six semiley and McManus issues finalists from SJSU for the
one scholarship annually to award.

Alpha Tau Omega
presents. . .

SPRING RUSH
PARTY

VOL Y,NO

OPEN RUSH AND
LITTLE SISTER

LUNCH
WITH A COP?

It’s Free

agencies after a sexual
assault.
Jackye Reed of the
YWCA Valley Rape Crisis
Center will speak at the
program. An officer from
the San Jose Police

Pi
Kappa
Alpha
Fraternity will have a
birthday party at 8 p.m.
Friday, 499 S. Fifth St.
Student ID is required.

PREPARE FOR THE

. on Monday, February 9th
1:00 &6:00 -- 7:00
from 12:00
The University Police are
Inviting you to join them
In a etscusfion on
Sexual Assault and Awareness
Bring your lunch, dinner or both.

chairperson, the A.S.
director of community
affairs and four other
members selected by the
chairperson.
The board also ap-

proved A.S funding of seat
cushions for the Wednesday night movies put on
by the AS. Program Board
Dailey
Morris
in
Auditorium.

proved
Medina’s appointment of Jane Flatt to
the Spartan Shops board of
directors.
Medina said Flatt

McFadden said CSUC plans
to raise non-residents’ fees

University Police present
sexual assault awareness
and prevention program
Myths and realities of
sexual assault will be
discussed Monday, Feb. 9
at noon and 6 p.m. in the
S.U. (’ostanoan Room.
The free program,
the
sponsored
by
Police
University
Department, is titled
Assault
’’Sexual
Awareness and Prevention."
According to Greg
Wixom,
UPD crime
preventon investigator, the
hour-long programs will
stress the myths, realities
and risks involved in a
sexual attack.
Speakers will also
discuss what types of action a victim can take
during an assault and what
to expect from local

by Doug KeUey
Activist-humorist Dick
Gregory will be a featured
speaker Feb. 12 during the
observance
of
Black
History Month here at
SJSU.
As part of this month’s
national commemoration,
events on campus will be
scheduled under the name
"African History Month."
We would prefer to
nationality
emphasize
rather than color because
focusing on race tends to
racism and
promote
reaction to racism said
Zizwe Karamo, president
of the Pan-African Student
Union.
Karamo said there is a
movement here and at
other California State
University and Colleges

consist of the outgoing
homecoming king and
queen, a chairperson
selected by the A.S.
president, the past year’s

Fri., Feb. 6th
8:00 P.M.

SAN FRANCISCO
(415) 433-1763
PALO ALTO
(415) 327-0841
Ftirratanal Center

int PlItteallaTION
sPECIatISTS SINCE 1930

DAVIS
(916) 753-4800
A

permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends.
Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff
Complete TEST-n -TAPE" facdaies for review 01
class lessons and supplementary materials
taught by skilled Instructors
Small cl
Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
voluminous home-study materiels constantly
updated by researchers expert In their held.
Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our over 80 centers.
In, Inlottnntion WO Othin Cfnlets In ikon Inefl .10 MVO, US r.I1101 4 a’ iota
Ontario NY State MI TOLL 111111 80.123,171112

ATO HOUSE
99S. 11th St.
947-9200
Pledge rooms available -- for
info., call John Orrnshy
292-7812 or call ATO

r ’rear manna nor roam
A 505.1i on taneraelott errada
Late Show:

SEX MADNESS!
ADMISSION All OF THE AROVE lilt only $ 1 50!
SHOWTINIFS Deliverance," 8:30. "Return of the
Dragon,- 10:45. Lege show "Sex Madness," 12:30
All shows are in Moms Dailey Auditorium.
Fur more information rail 277 2807 or 277 3228

coming Monday. February 9

MONDAY MOVIES
SPECIAL BRAZILIAN SHOW
Black Orpheus (El p.m.), and
Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands (10 p.m.)
$1.50

Morris Dailey Auditorium
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Ampersand

Prbrui/r t

LIMITED EDITIONS FROM
THE ORIGINAL MASTERS
n Original Master
Recording ,im on Lp or
cassette, will challenge
and improve the
performance of any
stereo system!

dr* ,

PINK FLOYD
The Dark Side of the Moon

BRAND NEW! THE FIRST TRULY HIGH
FIDELITY PRE-RECORDED CASSETTE.
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab presents a technological breakthrough: Original Master Recording’. High Fidelity Cassettes.
You won’t believe that pre-recorded cassettes could sound this
spectacular. Our exclusivt tape transfer process gives you a oneto-one (1:1) "real time" cassette taken directly from the original
stereo master tape. We use state-of-the-art high bias Chromium
Dioxide tape for maximum frequency response and minimal
background noise. Our ultra-protective cassette shell will help
prevent jamming, headwear, wow and flutter.
At last! You can now enjoy true high fidelity programming on
your home, automobile and portable stereo cassette systems.
Our first releases: Pink Floyd,
_
tole fidelity
ntO
Steely Dan, Earl Klugh, Supertramp,
mound lab
John Klemmer, and the Los Angeles
a eons., or MFSL.
Philharmonic Orchestra.

An original work by DaVinci is a
masterpiece. So is an Original Master
Recording’....a masterpiece of
audio art.
Utilizing our exclusive half-speed
mastering process, we return to the
artist’s original stereo master tape to
capture every nuance of that original
studio or concert hall performance...
like it’s never been captured before.
Each Limited Edition Lp is pressed
on Super Vinyl for maximum clarity
and custom packaged for maximum
protection. Available at discriminating audio and record stores.
1;,FIFFaii1F1
JOHN KLEMM.
Touch

PINK FLOYD
The Dana Dcle
ol the Moon

Er, ICLUOM

SUPERTILLMP
Crewe. of it..
Contkory

INC.

ORIGINPL

MRS

ER

RECORDINGS

THE BEST OF THE CONTEMPORARY MASTERS ARE AVAILABLE ON ORIGINAL MASTER RECORDING" LPs.INCLUDING ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION THE BEATLES GEORGE
BENSON ERIC CLAPTON NATALIE COLE CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL NEIL DIAMOND EMERSON LAKE & PALMER FLEETWOOD MAC CRYSTAL GAYLE
GRATEFUL DEAD EMMYLOU HARRIS AL JARREAU JOHN KLEMMER
EARL KLUGH BERNIE KRAUSE MICHEL LEGRAND GORDON LIGHTFOOT LITTLE FEAT LITTLE RIVER
BAND LONDON PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA WITH ANDRE PREVIN MELISSA MANCHESTER MANHATTAN TRANSFER STEVE MILLER
WES MONTGOMERY THE MYSTIC MOODS ORCHESTRA OLIVIA NEWTON JOHN PABLO CRUISE PINK FLOYD POCO KENNY ROGERS JOE
SAMPLE DON SEBESKY BOB
SEGER STEELEYE SPAN STEELY DAN CAT STEVENS AL STEWART STYX SUPERSAX SUPERTRAMP GINO
VANNELLI

FREE FULL COLOR BROCHURE. Write: Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab, (Dept. RS) P.O. Box 919, Chatsworth, CA 91311
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Making an accurate and faithful recording oil most cassette
decks requires rilot of practTce, a lot of patience and a lot of
jumping up and down After all, with conventional decks,
you have to adjust the recording levels as the music vanes
But not with Technics RS-M51
The first thing the RS-M51 does is select the proper
tapes,
bias and EO levels for normal, CrOz or the new metal
automatically That makes life easy.
So does our Autorec sensor, Just push a button and
rewait seven seconds while the RS-M51 seeks-the proper
"search"
the
is
in
deck
the
you
tell
LED’s
red
cording level 16
mode. When the green LED lights up, you’re ready to go

For manual control of the recording level, there’s also a
fine-adjust switch which raises or lowers levels in precise
me2 dB steps While the RS-M51’s two-color peak-hold FL
recorded
being
signal
the
you
show
ters
With the RS-M51’S record/playback and c,rldust/ferrange,
rite erase heads, you’ll not only hear superb dynamic
kHz
18
to
Hz
20
response:
frequency
you’ll also get a wide
motor
with metal And with an electronically controlled DC
Just
and dynamically balanced flyvvfleel-, wow and flutter is
a spec (0.045%), not a noise.
Technics RS-M51 Don’t be surprised if its intelligence
goes right to your head

Technics
The science of sound

February. 1981
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FEATURES1..
Fred Astaire
A rare interview with the rechairr
legend.

8

Special Sound Section
jojr "Skunk" Raster’s advice
on home recording Martin
Cleord’s words on morn
aM11010 & cartridges

10

Amy Irving
.4 real winnerand not jua
in The Competition.

18

DEPArnmenrs
In One Ear
I.etters
& Out the Other
Neva & Rumors
OF the wall
College comic Tom Parks
In Print
General Motors, Naming Names, etc
On Disc
Lennon, Wonder, etc

4
5
6
7

On Tour
George Tbomgood, Talks Mop

12
12

On Screen
Raging Bull, NMe

16

Flee

OUR COVER
IOWe it may be premature to suggest tbat
Amy Irving (photographed here by Herb
Rita) iv already America’s cinematic
sweetheart, we wanted to put the idea
around She Ls, no doubt about it
Ampersand’s A-Number One lop choice
TM month

executing some intricate steps." Stranger
things have already happened ..." Seeing
how little you focus on R&B artists it is understandable how you overlooked the
strange Average White Band. They’ve been
Percy Ella
around some time.
San Diego

This montir’s Amper
sand lone of tuna guitars, to celebrate our pedal
sound section) is hr Steve Manno of the
laiversity of Marykuul He earns .125
and so does the other one on page Submit your original Ampersand on stiff
white paper, use black ink, and put your
name and address on the art work. Send
it all to Ampersand of the Month, 1680
N Vine, Suite 201, Hollywood, CA 90028.
The Results of The Ampersand
Readers’ Poll were supposed to appear in this issue. We did promise and
we didn’t forget, but many polls arrived late (blame it on the holidays);
we decided to include those in our
tabulations, but this will take a bit
more time. We will be finished in time
for the next issue. We promise.

Last time tee saw the Average White Band.
they did not wear tuxedos, did not sing
fit -part harmonies and did not execute intricate dance steps But they were Average

ONE EAR

and cocaine over a three-year period. Phillips was indicted last September on the
same charges.
TOWER RECORDS, a large retailer on the
West Coast, is currently boycotting MCA
Records product, and a number of colleges
and universities are boycotting Arista product. The former, because of financial disagreements; the latter,because silly Arista is
now charging $150 a year to service college
radio stations with albums.

In a Cast
Movies Are More Than Ever
NATIONAL LAMPOON GOES TO THE MOVIES is
the title of the next (and first since
Animal House) flick from the lampoon
team. iS L Goes to the Movies will consist of
four separate parodies of movie genres:
Kramer vs. Kramer domestic angst, some
Harold Robbins-type trash, a Joseph
Wambaugh-type cop film and an Irwin
Allen -type disaster, The two directors (two
segments each) are Henry Jaglom and Bob
Giraldi; so far Robby Benson and Candy
Clark have been signed. Shot in and around
Los Angeles, N.L. Goes to the Movies has a
mid-June release date, in time to brighten
the summer. We hope.

RAQUEL WELCH was fired from her starring
role in Cannery Rote after working on
the picture three weeks. Industry gossip
claims Welch demanded script changes; the
official reason: "creative differences." Producer Michael Phillips and director/writer
David Ward wouldn’t comment, except to
say they expected a lawsuit. Replacing
Raquel is Debra Winger, the actress who
made such a hit in Urban Cowboy.

will apJ)IANE KEATON AND ALBEWT FINNEY
pear in Shoot the Moon, a love stor!.
directed by Alan Parker (Midnight Elpress,
Fame) . .. Timothy Hutton of Ordinary
People next stars in Taps, about a student
rebellion at s military academy ... Lainie
page seven of the November 1980 T N 1980 THE NUMBER OF FILMS released was Kazan and Nasta.ssia Kinski have been added
to the cast of One from the Heart (that’s the
Ampersand, there appeared an arti- 1 up 19 per cent over 1979, hut box office
On
cle about Dire Straits’ new album,
receipts were down 10 per cent (after ad- one starring Frederic Forrest, with music by
Making Movies. The author, Alison
justing for inflation’s higher ticket prices). Tom Waits) ... since Stir Crazy is one of the
Wickwire, talks about former Bruce
Even more movies are scheduled for 1981, few movies packing ’em in lately, Gene
Springsteen pianist Roy Brittan. First of all,
which has prompted some industry execs to Wilder and Richard Pryor may make yet a
Roy is not a former pianist for the E-Street
moan and groan, claiming the public can third movie together (their first was Silver
Band, hut the current one. lie is still alive
only absorb so many pictures. What these Streak), but not before Wilder appears in
and well and performing with Bruce. And
executives fail to comprehend is that the Truces, a suspense comedy, and Haunted
secondly, his name is not Roy Brittan hut
public will always (well, almost always) ab- Honeymoon, which he’ll also write and diBITTAN! Just had to clear that up.
sorb good pictures; the drek we’ve been rect ... Jane Fonda and Kris Krigofferson
getting has earned its journey down the will star in Roll Over, about high finance ...
Colleen Miller
silliest casting idea this month: Woody Allen
toilet.
Boulder, Co.
starring as Peter Sellers in a biopic... Steve
Guttenberg will play goalie Jim Craig in
Furthermore, The Illustrated Encyclopedia TIRED OF HEARING ABOUT SONGS made into
movies? Stifle a yawn and read on: Miracle on Ice, about the U.S. hockey team
of Rock misspells his name Roy Bitten
Harry Chapin’s "Taxi" and "Sequel" may be that pucked the Russians in Lake Placid ...
Which, in Latin, means "Somebody sunk
made into one or two TV movies, and his Matt Dillon of My Bod.yguard will next aptheir teeth into the king" Our thanks to
latest hit, "Protest Singer," could be pear in Liar’s Moon, with Hoyt Axton and
sharp-eyed reader .5 filler. We must have
feature -bound. Worse, there’s a chance Cindy Fisher ... Robert De Niro’s next is
been outke-bittan on proofreading day.
Chapin might star in the latter. Meanwhile, reportedly King of Comedy, about which we
Alex Harvey will reportedly co-star with know nothing ...
n regard to Judith Sims’ review of A
The Tube of Boob
Geraldine Page and Sissy Spacek in a 110
I
Change of Seasons (December 1980),
million movie of his "Delta Dawn." Harvey
was appalled at her idea of most of the
OF WAR, by Herman Wouk, will
WINDS
will also produce.
women in this country who supposedly
he a 16-hour miniseries on ABC, star"live for men, react to menthey have apring Jeff Bridges, with locations in the U.S.,
HHAVEN’S GATE, poor thing, has reportedly
parently, no other reason for being" Give
Australia, West Germany, Italy, England and
been cut by director Cimino from its
us a break. Just because Derek will reduce
Yugoslavia (so who’s counting?) ... Buddy
original 4 hours and 39 minutes to 2-1/2
herself to a piece of flesh, doesn’t mean the
Ehsen, who was a yuck-’em’up Beverly Hillhours, but United Artists wants it slashed to
rest of the female population should he
billy before he was Bamaby Jones, will do
believe UA won’t even re2
hours.
Insiders
judged accordingly.
two TV movies based on the first-namqik
Heaven’s
coup
advertising
casts
kw
Gate,
let
Comte Johnson
series, tentatively titled The Ballad off
alone production costsabout 13540 milOhio State University
Clampett . . Kent State, the TV film about
lion. (=haps!
the four killings on that campus in 1970, will
Sims replies: "I ended that sentence with an
air February 8 and 9 on NBC, postponed
unfortunately accurate depiction of most
Lawsuits, Boycotts &
from late January ... CBS has ordered a
women in this country, feminism notseries based on the movie Private BenjaPlea Bargains
withstanding.’ Most women still vend endmin .. . Ruth Batchelor, former film reless hours uorrying about getting and keepREMEMBER OUR LAST ISSUE’S item about viewer for scuzzy tabloid Midnight, will reing a man. This has been going on for
Robert Stigwood and the Bee Gees and place Rona Barrett on Good Morning,
thousands, maybe millions of years, and it
all those lawsuits? Seems Stigwood is also America . Francis Coppola, pleased with
is changing slowly I’m delighted that you’re
the way his specially’ edited and expanded
being sued by Grease writers Jim Jacobs and
offended by the situation (even if you misWarren Casey for $7 million; they claim Godfathers came out on TV, plans to add
takenly blame me for merely nterdialliHR
footage to Apocalypse Now, making it into a
they too were sho:ted on royalties.
it)."
three -pan, six -hour TV movie, for which
networks are now bidding ... Dick Clark’s
OHN PHILLIPS, former leader of the Mamas
Kincisa Stuff which piloted in late Deand Papas, recently pleaded guilty to naryour November article on the Bus
cotics charges in Federal District Court in cember in the Saturday Night Live slot
In
Boys you mentioned that "We may soon
New York City; he agreed to testify against (which was hardly missed), may be a reguhe seeing a quintet of white guys in
fellow defendants charged with selling pills lar show next spring.
tuxedos, singing five part harmonies and

5
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"& OUT THE OTHER
this in spite of the Eric Idle version of Penzance now in the works, mentioned here
last issue ... The Thing will he remade, directed by John IThe Fog, Hallouven) Carpenter; this version will more closely follow
the original story ... Roman Polanski now
scouting locations in Thailand for Pirates,
based on the experiences of Viet Nam refugees attacked by- river boat people ...
Paul McCartney and George Martin will reunite to work on an animated musical film
starring Rupert Bear, a British cartoon
character; McCartney will write the story
and songs and produce the film, Martin will
orchestrate and produce the music,

Polyvinylchloride News

by
soon
FOR A COMEBACK LP
Rick Nelson, TV (and real life) son of
Fifties sitcommies Ozzie and Harriet. Always a credible country -toned rocker,
Nelson’s now going in for thumb/
thumb/thumb/thumb New Wave has., lines
and tunes by Graham Parker and John Hiatt.
LOOK

RECORD COMPANIES are not alike (it’s
the records that all sound alike):
Capitol Records’ office Christmas party
theme was "Honky Tonk Holidays," and
workers were encouraged to dress "urban
cowboy" style, while down the street at
A&M, spiffily garbed staffers dined and
danced to a big orchestra, accompanied at
one point by buss Herb Alpert himself, who
joined in on "Rise."
AU.

cror4 JOHN has signed a $15 million conKa tract with Phonogram International, to
distribute his (and his label Rocket’s) reCapers
cords worldwide. US, distribution is by
HEDUNFS
tells
us that G. Goralso
COLLEGIATE
Geffen Records, from which Mr. John
don Liddy is a more popular lecturer
received big bucks.
on the college circuit than Jerry Rubin, who
ANDY WARHOL has formed Earhole Pro- has been greeted by occasional boos and
ductions and issued a limited edition cries of "sell out!" since accepting a job on
12-inch single by Walter Stedding and the Wall Street. Also, a group of students at
Dragon People, produced by Blondie’s Stanford are :studying humor. That’s right
Chris Stein. Warhol, back in the Sixties, According to Prof. Allan Pont, "Humorous
was involved with the Velvet Underground, Work is taken too lightly and rarely
ONATHON IHCHMAN, WhO.S been called analyzed..
"the Charlie Chaplin of Rock" and
ack Kerouac meets Leave’ II to Beater," is THE GREAT American Photo Contest deadline is February 27, 1981. Grand prize,
in Los Angeles cutting a new album, adding
new critters to his cherished repertoire of 110,000, amateurs only. For entry brochures
Rockin’ Leprechauns, Martian Martians and and blanks, write Great American Photo
his inimitable Abominable Snowman in the Contest, Box 120050, Nashville, Tenn. 37212
or call 800/251-1790.
supermarket.

Campus

Projects & Productions
DtRECTOR wank HILL, whose Warriors
was one of the more interesting films
last year, is now at work on Southern CornfOrt, filming in Shreveport, Louisiana, starring Keith Can-adine and Powers Booth, and
concerning some National Guardsmen who
tangle with Cajuns ... William Friedldn. di-

rector behind The Exorcim and The French
Connection, will do Thy Neighbor’s Wife,
based on the Gay Talese book; film will feature two "American marriages" of the
Seventies, whatever that meansunlike the
book, which featured all kinds of boring sex
... Francis Coppola and Joseph Papp are
supposedly discussing a film collaboration
Linda Ronstadt
in Pirates of Penzance

Comedian Tom Parks:
"I’m not black, not
Jewish. What have I
got to be funny
about?"
BY GLENN ABEL
Tom Parks is feeling a hit antsy. He’s
been pacing the massive, chaotic control room at Atlanta’s 24-hour TV Cable
News Network for almost an hour,
awaiting his first nationwide IV appearance.
"I always get a little nervous before
things like this," he confides. "Do I
lot* alright?"
Parks’ musings are cut short by an
anchorman’s voice. "Coming up in just
a moment, Tom Parks, a very funny
and successful comedian."
"Hey, did you hear that?" Parks says,
smiling through his neatly clipped
heard. "I’m funny and successful. It
must he true. We just heard it on
the news!"
Parks, 30, is here ostensibly to speak
on college humor, a subject which he
knows intimately. As one of the biggest
drawing cards on the cut-rate college
entertainment circuit, the former Atlanta resident travels nine months a
year, yukking it up in schools with
names like Oglethorpe University and
the Embry.Riddle Aeronautical University. On a good week, hell play four or
five campuses. Each year, he performs
at 70 or more.
The CNN programmers have Parks

last on the interview show, following
TV comedy writer Gail Parent and
AhscarIll scandal video star John Jenrette. The lineup delights Parks to no
end.
"I like the way you put three camedy segments together here," he tells
his interviewers soon after he’s cued
on camera. "Gail, John Jenrette and
me." Parks launches into a manic Willi:WM of the congressman, leaving his
hosts slackjawed"I didn’t do it! OK,
so I did take the money. But I was
drinking ..."
"Uh, Tom." the female host says, interrupting. "Do you have to be a little
crazy to he a comedian? I mean, are
you normal when off the gage?"
Parks’ eyes light up. "Are you talking
... leather?"
An hour later, Parks reconsider,. the
interviewer’s question as he careens
his rented luxury car toward nearby
Athens, Georgia, where he’s booked
later that night.
"Actually, I’m not crazy. I’m pretty
quiet. Comedy has been sort of a protective coloration for me. It’s camouflage. III acted the way I act in life and
was a bank president, they’d have me
taken away. But now I can exhibit that
wild behavior and people go, ’He’s just
a comedian. It’s perfectly normal.’
"I can go up to a guy’s date at a
party and smash my lips on her lips
and the boyfriend will say, ’Isn’t that
funny! I love him, he’s so funny!’
"I’ve always worried about being
white and being a comedian. I’m what
you’d call a white, upper-middleclass Protestant, not black, not Jewish.

What have I got to he funny about?" ties for $15 a crack Then one day I got
A graduate of the University of my hands on a college directory and
Florida, Parks moved to Atlanta in got on the phone. I started getting
1973. He found a "real job" with a pub- work right away."
lic relations firm and didn’t like it.
Parks finds his college audiences
"One night a girlfrieni look me to fairly aware and receptive to new
see Harry Chapin at the
South- things"mainly a comedian they’ve
east Music Hall. I watched tam tell
never heard of."
stories between songs and talk to the
"Working colleges a lot, you tend to
he isolated from what’s happening in
audience and people would laugh. It
hit me that I had stories that were the rest of the world, though. College
similar and just as funny. I went back
audiences are very homogenized now,
thanks to TV. You get a little lazy beto the club a few days later and told
them I wanted to he a comedian."
cause they’re easy to play to. But the
He signed up for the Music Hall’s college market is really incredible.
amateur night and also landed a lob You can go to thousands and never
there as a ticket taker. The first taste of repeat one. It’s given me a lot of time
performing hooked him. "I did 10 to work up my material."
Parks has his hopes set on a multi.
minutes of material and they all
laughed. I knew then that was all I
faceted career in nightclub comedy,
wanted to do. It was the greatest mo- ’IV, film and writing, hut admits he’ll
have to go through a definite transition
ment of my life."
During his stay at the club, Parks oc- to get from colleges to the Big Time.
filled
in
for
cancelled
headToward
that goal, he recently moved
casionally
liners CI was available. And cheap.") to LOS Angeles ("I live under the big
and studied the parade of professional "H" in Hollywood") and began acting
comedians which played the club. "It
lessons. So far, his dramatic talents
was a terrific education. Lily Tomlin, have surfaced only in a banking com
Robert Klein, Cheech and Chong, mercial, in which his hand appeared.
David Steinberg, Steve Martin, Martin
"Hey, look at that,- Parks exclaims
Mull, they all worked there. Then I
suddenly, pointing with the qarstruck
went after a career."
hand at a dysentery-green building on
When Parks contacted a big Atlanta the outskirts of Atlanta "The VFW. See,
I could have played there tonight."
talent booking agency, he got no
further than the front desk. "You want
The Speakeasy is a walk-down club
to be a comedian?" the secretary in Athens that caters mostly to the
asked. "Go play Foreign Legion halls nearby Georgia Tech crowd. Parks
and VFW banquets."
shares the bill tonight with an old
"I knew I couldn’t do that," Parks friend, a musician from Atlanta, and
recalls. "So I had to invent ways to they’re both worried about the size of
performlike apartment complex parthe audience. The Thanksgiving
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weekend has sent a lot of students
home for the holiday, hut the performers are optimistic because the
Georgia/Georgia Tech football game
will he played the next day aCrOSS
town.
By showtime, about 50 persons have
wandered in. Parks seems satisfied
with the turnout, and hits the stage in
got id spirits.
"I know you don’t know who I am
hut were recording a live album here
tonight," he says, after receiving a
modest welcome from the crowd.
"Let’s try it again. Go besot. I don’t
mind a faked response." He’s introduced again, and the gamble pays off.
Parks is rolling.
Early on, he adopts an amicable, but
stylishly condescending attitude toward his audience, a mixed bag of college students, townsfolk and out-of
town football huffs.
"I’m a little nervous," he confides.
"This is the first gay club I’ve ever
worked." The place explodes with
laughter. Half the guys in the crowd
are looking over their shoulders.
Parks handles his dollop of hecklers
handily. He plays off the crowd’s reactions, dishing up a blend of campus,
drug, sex and just everyday humor,
generally eschewing one-liners for interlocking story lines that fit together
like an ambitious, yet shaky Erector set
model.
"Say, do you have a Frederick’s of
Athens here? That’s where they sell
those way black lace bib overalls ...
"I keep expecting Reagan’s face to
melt off and Nixon will he underneath
saying, ’I made it, I made it’ ...
"I did a screentest for ABC last
summer. Then I went on strike. It was
a brilliant career move"
After Parks runs through his set patter, he settles down to respond to written questions and comments he’s solicited from the club-goers.
"What are you giving for Christmas?’"
one asks.
"The new Slim Whitman holiday album, of course "Do you have any fetishes?"
"I’m into Mazola Oil, and heart and
lung machines. Anything to do with
medical equipment. I love it,"
Parks continues to field the
queriespeppering his responses
with a liberal dose of four-letter
wordswhile a small group of
middle-aged southern gentlemen and
their wives is fuming in hack. "Do you
think he’s funny?" groans one man.
’Good God almighty. He went to
school?" The discussion degenerates
into a debate over what kind of
firearm would he most effective in
silencing Parks. They settle on a tele
scopic, high-powered rifle.
Meanwhile, the object of their atten
lions has a new toy on stage. It’s a
fancy pocket calculator programmed
to beep out ditties like -Hail to the
Chief and the Notre Dame fight song
The crowd sings along Someone re
quests -In-a-Gadda-D-Vida." Parks
quickly calculates the exact day of New
Year’s Eve, 1999.
"It’s Friday!" he announces to the
audience’s cheers. "Do you think we
should make reservations now?"
After the show, Parks clutches a
cream drink and leans on the club’s
doorway. He talks of the exhilaration
that comes from performing, of shar
ing with an audience, of the rewards of
being a modern-day tester.
.
"You know,- he says with a weary
grin, " I still can’t get over the fact that
they pay me for having all this fun."
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Naming Names
NAVASICY
Viking Press ($15 95)

The Other Ampersand a/ the
Month is by Nancy
lampterro of
Santa Barbara, CA.
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Are you now or have you ever
been a member of the Communist Party? And are you willing to
name the names of other people who
are or were?" From the mid-1940s to
the late 1950s these questions were put
to thousands of AmericansCivil Service employees, tenured professors,
movie
actors,
directors
and
scriptwritersfirst by the House UnAmerican
Activities
Committee
(HUAC), then by the Senate Subcommittee on Investigations dominated by
Joseph McCarthy, the junior senator
from Wisconsin whose name now
characterizes that period.
Nava.sky’s Naming Names focuses on
HUAC and the grange love-hate relationship it had with the Hollywood
film community. Fan and fanatic
scourge by turns. HUAC seemed bent
on "punishing" the moviemakers for
their fancy houses in the Hollywood
Hills, their six -figure salaries and their
sex appeal, as much as for any actual
or alleged flirtation with Communism.
(The committee could never prove
Communist propaganda had slipped
into the movies themselves) But with
the studios cowed and eager to cooperate with HUAC, the guilds and
unions falling into line and the agents
also going along, the company town of
Hollywood came up with the
blacklista semi -formal system of
identifying those unemployable because of their political associations.
You got on the blacklist by being
named as a Communist, a Communist
sympathizer or merely a liberal supporter of a so-called Communist -front
organization; you got off by naming
names.
In fact, two out of three subpoenaed
by HUAC in Hollywood refused to co
operate; only a third informed.
Navasky has interviewed people on
both sides, hut he pays special attention to the informers, probing the reasons and rationalizations they have for
naming names. For some, like actor
Lee J. Cobb, it was brute economic
pressure; others, like Budd Schulberg,
who left the Communist Party when its
cultural COMMiSSATS told him to turn
What Makes Sammy Run? into a proletarian novel, had a long-standing
personal grudge. And many others
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cited political disillusion with Stalin
and the repressive iron hand of Corm
munism. Convincing reasons, perhaps,
But Navasky throws his support to
those who would not inform, no matter what the reasons,
Naming Names is a superb work of
oral history, whose subiects are the
most talented, talkative, articulate
people of a talented town. Navasky
combines a sure sense of how to get
these people to talk intimately into the
tape recorder, a journalist’s ease in laying out the sequence of events, and a
lawyer’s skill in clarifying the legal and
ethical issues. Naming Names is a
must for anyone who cares about
modern American history. Hollywood,
or the behavior of a community under
illegitimate political pressure.
Cornelia Emerson

The Book of Tests
BRUCE M. NASH & RANDOLPH B.
MONCHICK, PhD.
1)oubleday and Cu, $8.95.
the outset, The Book of Tests
At
appears harmless enough, hut it’s
just one more manifestation of the
current compulsion to analyze ourselves ad infinitum with dimestore
psychology. It even describes itself as
’The ultimate collection of quizzes to
... find out what you’re really like."
But in spite of a "just havin’ fun folks"
disclaimer, the hook is disturbingly
sexist.’
One test considers it "true" that
men should he more aggressive sexually than women. More offensive is
the fact that virtually all the sex -related
quizzes are aimed at women ("Would
You Make an Ideal Mistress?" "Can You
Hold the man You Love?"). The payoff
is the "How Feminine Are You?" test
which throws the definition of
womanhood back into the Dark Ages
with scoring based on cooing over
babies and preferring marriage to a
lltreer.

Sure, the hook could he good for a
laugh, hut most will find it silly instead
of revealing and, possibly, offensive
rather than fun. Save your money and
figure out "what you’re really like" on
your own.
Oh yes, and if you answered "a" hack
In the first paragraphs, you are (according to The Book of 7’esas) an artistime take An:pest/Pa
tic snob next
to the salon with you.
Nate M. Esegoron

Ghost Waltz
INGEBORG DAY
1 he Viking Prez, $11 95
The tone of this book is what remains after a reading. It is a
steady rain of quiet and somberness
which perfectly matches the hook’s
subject the insidious evil which led to
the death of six million Jews in Nazi-
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occupied Europe during World War II. through charm, deceit and brazenness
Ghost Waltz records Ms. Day’s attempt The murder itself and Friedgood’s
to understand not only why her Aust- subsequent behavior also stretch the
rian father could have become a Nazi imagination. Is it possible for a man to
5,5 member, hut also why, three dec- perform acts of mercy in the after,
ades after the war. the HoilleatIM still noon, violently inject his wife with
has tarnished her own mind beyond multiple doses of Demerol in the
evening, then chat with the maid over
all cleansing.
As this self-analysis proceeds, the breakfast as the corpse lay cooling uphook appears to become both stairs? No, our guts tell us; yes, the
courageous and dangerous. For what facts declare.
This compelling hook joins
are her choices, she asks: an Austrian
by birth, the daughter of a Nazi; now Clecldey’s The Mask of Sanity and Ca
living In New York city, she calls Jews pote’s In Cold Blood in describing the
her friends and co-workers. Doesn’t psychopath. It also points out the
she forfeit all objectivity toward Jews abysmal failure of the medical proles
simply by virtue of her heritage? The %ion to censure one of its own; Fried
truth, she finally admits, is that, deep good functioned as a surgeon until the
In the most irrational corners of her day of his conviction, dismissed from
mind, she remains in the hopelessly past after post, but never banished
from the fraternity.
tenacious grip of anti-Semitism.
J. C. Norton
Given any decent publicity, Ghost
Waltz is certain to be controversial.
But, far from being a dangerous book,
it is a thoughtful testimony to the fact
that the foundations of bigotry are laid
Chrome ColOssus
early in life and that, left unchecked,
they can build into a fatal psychologi- ED CRAY
McGrate-Hill, $14.95
cal cancer.
Craig Mindram
Pri his Is an exhaustive study of the
fourteenth largest "nation" on
earth--General Motors, the once inThe Healer
novative, now bloated giant of the
American automotive industry. Cray
LEONARD LEVITT
Ian Ampersand amtributing editor in
Viking, $7295
his off hours] pursues his subject with
’nor students of abnormal behavior, a meticulous exactitude, telling his tale
with precision rather than superficial
psychopaths have always held a
drama. He has quite an account to put
unique fascination. They are a very
special breed, and the older term for down, and does it with a minimum ot
their condition, moral insanity, cap- bias or pontification.
The growth of General Motors de
tures better than the present psychiatric nomenclature (antisocial personal- scribed here can be seen as both a
ity disorder) both the profundity and classic American story and an indict
ment of modern capitalism’s flaws 55,
specificity of the pathology.
are presented with a variety of ch.,
The physician similarly captures the
ters, figures in GM’s history of coo
public imaginationwitness the
number of doctor novels, movies and (tasting tiersonalitythe reckless.
TV shows. Granted that there has been energetic founder of the dynasty, Wil
liarn Durant; Henry Leland, the proud
some decline in the prestige of the
and idealistic Cadillac designer, the
profession in recent years, most of us
still see dix-tors is special people, with fastidious Alfred P. Sloan. GM board
and inventor of the modern
chairman
the
cast
of
special privileges bought at
special obligations. Among the latter is corporate structure; James Roche, the
the obligation to serve the cause of embattled company president caught
In the changing times of the Sixties
life, whatever the cast, whatever the
These and other men parade through
personal sacrifice.
The doctor and the psychopath rep- Chrome Colossus, ambitious, arrogant
resent polarities in the public mind. and, occasionally, heroic.
The meat of the work, though, is
On those occasions when they are one
and the same, the phenomenon com- Cray’s detailing of the development of
pels our attention in an especially him. GM’s automobiles. From the first
Buicks manufactured in the early
rifying way In the context of the Nazi
1900’s through the contemporary sub
maelstrom, the acts of Doctor Mengele
seem somehow uniquely grotesque, compacts, we see how commercial
and the case of Dr. Charles Friedgood, concerns and even petty whims fre
the New York surgeon, apprehended quently have overruled auto safety in
attempting to flee the country with corporate minds. GM’s attitudes Came
$600,000 looted from the estate cif the to guide and permeate U.S. industry as
wife he had recently murdered, a wholeSloan’s concept of -planned
obsolescence" was taken for granted
likewise strikes us as different from
by the buying public Cray makes clear
the usual intrafamilial homicide.
Drawing from a wide range of that, until recently. America worshiped
sourcesfriends, family. police
the auto as a technological godsend
Friedgoods V,Iong pattern of social, Cbronte Coiasaas is an impressive his
professional and economic disasters tot’s’ of this faith.
Barry Mfonso
and his repeated avoidance of what
ruminated on page 191
would seem inevitable exposure
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red Astaire, whose taps and tonsils have launched more pop perennials than anyone
In entertainment, has long been lionized as a towering inferno of grace, insouciance, elegance and unstudied sophistication. "That," he flatly insists, "is a hideous myth dreamed up
by overzealous studio publicists. At the risk of disillusionment. I must admit that I detest
top hats, white ties and tails. I am always arriving at dinner parties not wearing a dinner
jacket when I should or vice versa. Invariably, I don’t know how to get there or what time
to arrive. Things are always spilling on the tablecloth in front of me. I’ve had some devastating experiences with beets. My hats are too small, my coats are too short. I am full of
faults."
He sits in the living room of his quietly elegant Beverly Hills mansion, dressed as if he
white
had accidently wandered out of the firecracker dance sequence in Holiday Inn
shoes, pleated pants, an open-collared blue oxford shirt and a foulard scarf knotted, with
studied carelessness, at the neck.
"I expect I’m going to annoy you," he warns. "I simply hate talking about myself."
At 81, Astaire is wallowing in a wave of popularity unsurpassed in his seven-and-a-half
decades in show business. Last September Astaire was presented with the Pied Piper award
by the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers; the statuette was inscribed,
’To Fred Astaire, one of the hest friends words and music ever had." Astaire and new wife
Robyn Smith actually showed up for that evening. He did not attend a musical tribute to
him staged several months ago at Carnegie Hall and featuring Mel Torme, George Shearing, Stan Getz and Gerry Mulligan. Astaire continues to reject most media offers, including
million dollar contracts to perform in Las Vegas and, a most recent proposal, to costar with
Lucille Ball and 38-year-old Smith in a movie titled Rose and Me. Smith, a former member
of the acting workshop at Columbia Pictures, was, until recently, renowned as the most
famous and glamorous female jockey in America. Now she is internationally immortalized
as the wife of the world’s most celebrated song and dance man.
In a profession notorious for its attachment to the symmetry of its male practitioners,
Astaire is a baffling anomaly who, in all his 38 films, has displayed a hairpiece along with a
chin unquestionably borrowed from the late Stan Laurel. There is a cherished legend that
when he was screen tested by Paramount in 1928 the word came hack "Can’t act. Can’t
sing. Balding. Can dance a little."
Yet through 76 years of vaudeville, Broadway shows, films and television, Astaire has
proven himself not simply a dazzling dancer who just happens to sing but a persuasive,
endearing vocalist who has managed to introduce a forest of evergreens. More, in fact, than
Frank Sinatra, Al Jolson and Bing Crosby combined.
In one of his earliest films he spent 17 screen minutes of 1934 on the futuristic
Brightboume Hotel esplanade twirling Ginger Rogers to The Continental," a tune that was
to be enshrined as the Motion Picture Academy’s first Oscar-winning song. In all, he has
unveiled nearly a hundred Hit Parade classics, among them 11- Academy nominations:
"Cheek to Cheek," "Lovely to Look At," "The Carioca," "The Way You Look Tonight," (another Oscar winner in 1936), "They Can’t Take That Away from Me," "Change Partners,"
"Since I Kissed My Baby Goodbye," "My Shining Hour," "Too Late Now," "Something’s
Gotta Gi " But there
ere are dozens of other celebrated Astaire standards snubbed by the
Motion Pi re Academy, including "A Foggy Day," "One for My Baby," "Top Hat," "Let’s
Face the Music and Dance," "A Fine Romance," "Let’s Call the Whole Thing Off," "Isn’t This
a Lovely Day?" "The Piccolino," "Nice Work If You Can Get It," "I’m Putting All My Eggs in
One Basket," "I’m Old Fashioned," "You Were Never Lovelier" and "I Concentrate on
You."
%
Another song vffered to Astaire in 1954 waited eight years for its Oscar. "I was absolutely
insane about it," Astaire laments, "and I’m furious that I didn’t get to do it."
Songstnith Sammy Cahn recalls that when he was first informed that he and Jimmy Van
Heusen would he writing for Astaire he told his agent, "I want that job no matter how
much we have to pay.
"I thought it would be the peak for me. Fred A.staire doesn’t especially sing. He does
much more than sing. The film was titled Papa’s Delicate Condition and we wrote four of
five songs including ’Walking Happy.’ I remember going to Van Heusen’s house to read the
script, which seemed to have the word ’irresponsible’ throughout this ’irresponsible’
character, this ’irresponsible’ man. When Van Heusen went to the piano and noodled out
the tune ’Call Me Irresponsible’ as we know it now, it all seemed to fall into place and,
about one o’clock in the morning, we had our song. The next day at the studio we rehearsed it for two hours before going to see A.staire.
"When we got through the first half of the song, Astaire said, ’Stop ...’ I thought Van
lieusen would have a heart attack. But before he went into cardiac arrest, Astaire said,
’That’s one of the hest songs I ever heard.’ I said, ’That’s one of the hest half songs you ever
heard.’
"But A.staire was called away to a prior commitment at MGM and the film was abandoned
tor seven wars. I never quite got over the let-down of not having Fred perform it."
Astaire. tie’ Frederick Au.tterlitz, was born in Omaha, Nebraska, and made his first appearance with his sister Adele at the age of 4-1/2 in a kiddie show in Keyport, New Jersey.
Fred portrayed a lobster and Adele was a glass of champagne. It was the early age of
n rrte, Lilly Langtry. Laurette Taylor, Maude Adams and Jesse Lasky’s "Piano Phiends."
"The wedding cake act became our most successful number," Astaire recalls. "Adele
wore white satin and I was in full evening dressblack satin knickerbockers, white tie and
tails. And, naturally, a top hat. For years I’ve been trying to dispel the idea that I was born
with one.
"I would go to various music publishers looking for material and that’s how I first met
George Gershwin who was demonstrating songs at Remick’s. George was amused at my
piano playing, a sort of knocked-out, slap-left-hand technique and the beat pleased him. I
told George how my sister and I wanted to get into musical comedy. ’Wouldn’t it be great,’
he fantasized, ’if I could write one and you could he in It?’"
During those early years playing Perth Amboy, Passaic, Shamokin and Lancaster with
dogs, acrobats and monologists, it was Adele who monopolized the plaudits of crowds and
critics.
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fine exhibition of whirlwind dancing," wrote the Bosun: Record reviewer, "although
it could he wished that the young man would give up some of that blase air which he
constantly carries with him. He’s too young for it and it deceives no one."
In Washington, D.C.: "The girl is superior to the boy."
When they debuted on Broadway in the Gershwins’ lady lie Good the New York Times
damned Fred with faint praise: "Adele Astaire fascinates ... not only with her glorious
grace but as a first rate comedienne ... Fred gives a good account of himself."
When Adele retired in 1931 to marry Lord Charles Cavendish, Fred’s first solo appearance
in Gay Ditorce (where he introduced Cole Porter’s "Night and Day") did not impress
Harold Lockridge of the New York Sun: "He gives a curious impression of unemployment."
Quoth another: "Fred stops every now and then to look off-stage towards the wings as if
he were hoping that his titled sister would come out and rescue him."
The 1)ai4, Mirror’s Burns Mantle insisted:
"You would never pick Astaire out of any
line-up to play a romantic hero, with or
without music. He hasn’t the hair, for
one thing."
It’s small wonder that Fred has scrupulously avoided writers. Soon after he arrived
in Hollywood the local press named him
among the town’s top ten most uncooperative actors.
"I’ve tried hard to please, but I’ve been
asked some of the damndest questions
’How many miles do you dance in a picture?’... ’Why have you never married one
of your dancing partners?’ ... ’What is your
favorite hate?’ ... ’Have you any broken
toes?’ I don’t like to be rude, so I can’t say,
’That’s the stupidest question I ever heard!’
"I particularly object to critics who write
about something they know nothing about
and that happens too often. A lot of writers have been kind to me, hut that doesn’t
mean I should love them. I don’t even appreciate a good notice on something I’ve
done that I don’t think is very good ...
some critics simply don’t know how to review musicals."
Veteran Hollywood columnists who have
covered the studio beat through the years
maintain that his relationship with Ginger
Rogers, beginning with her upstaging him
in a feathered dress in the "Cheek to
Cheek" sequence of Top Hat, has been polite hut untrusting.
"Everything went well through the rehearsal of ’Cheek to Cheek,’" Fred concedes, "hut
when we did the first movement of the dance, feathers flew in all directionsas if a
chicken had been attacked by a coyote. It was like a snowstorm."
"The Astaire-Rogers films," writes critic Arlene Croce, "were romances, or rather, chapters in a single epic romance ... Dancing was transformed into a vehicle of serious emotion between a man and a worn.ut It never happened in movies again." It may have never
happened at all if a girl named Dorothy Jordon, who had been cast opposite Astaire in
Flying Down to Rio, hadn’t decided to marry Medan Cooper, head of the RK0 studio, and
go off on a honeymoon rather than dance with Astaire. It hasn’t been generally publicized
that Rogers was the second choice for the role of Honey Hale.
Astaire’s recording career may be unprolific, hut most every song he has put on record
since his debut with George Gershwin at the piano in 1924 has become part of our nation’s
musical folklore. The score to Lady Re Good was recorded during the London run of the
show and was only recently reintroduced by Monmouth-Evergreen. Most of the tunes to
the original Funny Face, including "S’Wonderful" and "My One and Only," are once again
available on the same label.
In 1974 Columbia Records affectionately reissued 30 of Astaire’s most enduring sides
(recorded between 1935 and 1938) including songs by the Gershwins, Irving Berlin,
Dorothy Fields and Jerome Kern, that capture the flair and flavor of what many regard as
the greatest musicals in film history.
"A lot of people ask if I watch my old movies on television and they’re astonished when I
say I don’t look at them. It’s rather appalling to me to think that they may still he running a
hundred years from now. And every so often, someone wants to know if I still practice
dancing as I once did. He’s stunned when I say I have not tapped in 25 years."
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MORE
Determination
makes dreams come
true for songstress
Amy Holland
an dreams still come true in
C modern-day Hollywood? Just ask
Amy Holland. With a Capitol recording
contract and a debut album that has
already spawned two hit singles, fantasy
has finally become reality for the attractive blonde entertainer. But like many
show business Cinderella stories, success
didn’t come easy.
The daughter of two performers her
mother was a country and western novelty act known as "Esmereldy:’ her father
Broadway opera singer Harry Boersma
Amy was an adolescent prodigy. By
17, she had her first recording contract
with an independent L.A. producer. "I
was young and in love, living in
Hollywood and making a record:. she
recalls, "It all seemed too wonderful to
be true
But suddenly everything wasn’t so
wonderful. Her first single scarcely made
it out of the mailroom, in spite of the fact

that an unknown singer-songwriter
named Michael McDonald played keyboards on the record and even wrote the
flip side tune. Within a year, her contract
expired and she was nowhere.
Discouraged and disillusioned, Amy
"took a long vacation from the music
business and drifted into a series of
mundane jobs. For awhile I was apprenticed to a Hungarian seamstress:. she remembers with a grin. "Later I sold cowboy boots to rock stars in Beverly Hine
Eventually Amy was persuaded by a
fellow musician to rekindle her performing career with live club work which
inturn led to demo dates for L.A. music
publishers. Convinced that she had to
develop her own material to succeed, she
also began to write songs with session
mate Patrick Henderson. But fame and
fortune remained elusive.

,4my’s debut album, A ins 11..11
success story all its own.

I. is a

Then one day in late 1977, a unique
voice from her past changed Amy’s luck.
"I was driving down the road:. she remembers, "and suddenly I hear Michael
McDonald’s voice on the radio singing
’Takin’ It To The Streets’. When Amy
called to congratulate the new Doobie
Brother on his success, McDonald suggested they reestablish old ties.
The result of the reunion is Amy’s first
album, co-produced by McDonald and
Henderson, a catchy blend of pop and
r&b flavors applied to a stylish collection
of ballads and laid-back rockers. Featuring some of L.A!slop recording artists,
including McDonald himself as writer,
background vocalist and keyboard
contributor, the record has already
generated one nationwide Top 40 hit,
"How Do I Survive. A second single,
"Here In The Light:’ is now moving up the
charts, and Amy couldn’t be more pleased.
"It’s better than lever thought it could
be:. says Amy Pf her life now. "My friends
gave me their faith, talent and time.
That’s what it took to make my dreams

Astaire’s objectivity toward himself and his disavowal of the A.staire legend are indicated
in one of his pet anecdotes.
"During World War II, when I was in Europe touring with the USO Camp Shows, I
stopped to stretch in some Belgium town. It was in the center of the place, no traffic to
speak of and no people around, only a lonely MP in the middle of the cross-street, directing traffic.
"I stood idly by watching, when a boy rode past and noticed me. He kept going around
the square, coming hack to look again. Finally he got off his hike and said in a high pitched
Belgian voice, ’I -know-you!’
"I replied, ’You do? Who am I?"
"The boy thought for a moment, kept staring, then sputtered as he pointed at me, ’Uh.
uhh-oh-Ginger Rogers!’"

come true"

.4 my Holland knows how to survivc.
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Baxter on
Rolling Your
Own

"When I listen to a cassette _
I take it apart:’
-Stevie Wonder-

Stevie’s reputation as a perfectionist is well known. He puts
everything into a song. And he
doesn’t want it lost in a recording.
Before he takes a cassette
home, it must deliver big studio
sound. The kind of sound he can’t
take apart.
The cassette Stevie likes most is
the high bias TDK SA. TDK’s
unique Avilyn magnetic particle
gives it a startling musical memory. You’ll hear the full timbre and
richness of the human voice. The
subtle harmonics of a piano. The
vibrant dynamic energy of strings.
No nuance is beyond its range.
No instrument is forgotten. And
there’s plenty of headroom for the
blast and bluster of rock.
Most of the world’s deck manufacturers, themselves perfec’In the unlikely event that any TIX cassette
ygg-lails to perform duato a defer I n material,
or workmanship, simply return ill,, your kw at
dealer or to TDK tor a free replacement.
(0 I90 tOrt Eleciron.c5 Corp Garden City. NY 11530

tionists, use the SA to set the
sound standard in their machines.
Everything about the SA sets a
standard. Its many components
are checked thousands of times.
1,117 check points for the shell
alone. TDK makes sure it will
perform a lifetime*. Which makes
it very easy to like. And very hard
to take apart.

studios are the greatest.
Home
I’m sitting in mine right now
I’m looking around, and I see
all the things that I finally got together.
And I remember when it was just a
single tape recorder and one microphone. Didn’t even have any headphones in those days.
But with today’s microelectronics,
and the strides forward by the electronics industry in miniaturization, lust
about everybody can make useat
some levelof a home recording
setup.
Why have a recording studio in your
own home? At first I thought the answer to that question might be obvious. But then I remembered everyone
Isn’t as crazy as I am, so they might be
looking at it with 2 more cautious eye
Let me say, number one, the most
important thing Is having a creative
tool at your fingertips 24 hours a day.
Music is a flighty enough concept; getting a good performance at any given
time is really just a toss of the dice. So
to be able to have a machine that can
help you develop your talents as a
musician, or a writer, or whatever you
want to use it for, available to you. is
probably the most important thing I
can think of.
If you have a furniture-making shop,
you’re probably not going to have bad
saws or bad hammers, or any other
kind of tool. You’ll probably want to
use the best tools you can. Same goes
for recording. You get what you can 31
ford and use it to the best of your
abilities, the best of its abilities. One of
the best things about today’s electronics is that they are so much improved over even the hest of what was
considered top-of-the-line ten or fifteen years ago, that you don’t have to
feel that you’re making a compromise
by recording in your own home.
The semi-professional audio market
has grown in leaps and bounds since
the Sixties. This is obviously due to
two things. Getting into a recording
studio is difficult sometimes, and the
prices can be very high to someone

who has no financial hacking from a
record company. So how do you make
a tape if you can’t get in?
Well, this is where the semiprofessional, or what they call semiprofessional (although the machines
and equipment, for the most pan, are
up to high audio standards) business
got its start. You really can make a
good record in your own home.
People tend to forget that George Martin mixed down some of the best of
the Beatles’ records on a fountrack
machine.
If you have to do a recording session and somebody already has some
material ready for you, you can take it
home and work on it. It’s like doing
homework. If you’re a songwriter, it’s
an invaluable tool. Because the better
you can make your demo sound, the
better you sound.
But back to the question of 2 recording studio in your house. Net everybody can afford to go even the semiprofessional route. Say you have about
a thousand dollars and you want to
make records. Well, if you are very,
very patient, and keep your eyes on
the want ads in the magazines, I dare
say you could find yourself a two-track
machine and possibly a stereo mixer
and a microphone for about that price.
Get more money together and the fob
gets easier. This would all he used
equipment, of course. Again, as
technology becomes more and more
sophisticated vis-a-vis these machines,
people turn them over more quickly
and more often, in order to take advantage of the latest technology.
To make it all simpler to understand, let’s break up the idea of a re.
cording studio into its separate parts.
You need a place to do it. That could
be lust about anyplace you could stick
your equipmenta bedroom, a closet
a van, just anywhere.
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Clifford on
Hearing It
Best

The tape machine, or the tape recorder, is the next thing. At least two
channelsmeaning two tracks or
sound sources, which can be mixed
together in some way to make your
music. That some way" is through
what is called a recording console, or
a mixer. A mixer allows you to take
those two tracks and add effects, put
them in different places in the stereo
panorama, and so on. Some of the
newer tape recorders are pretty well
equipped as mixers. All you need is
control of the gain, or volume, and
control of the level coming out.
Another advantage a person would
want to look for in their first tape recorder is the ability to record on one
track along with a track that’s been
previously recorded, which Is called
synch, or select synchronization, or
sel-synch. The idea being that, instead
of the old sound-on-sound technique,
where you record over and over and
over the same track, you now have the
chance to get your first track exactly
the way you want it and then later get
the second performance exactly the
way you want it.
I only talk about two tracks because
that’s pretty much the basic tape recorder, but a four-track machine will
increase your creativity by at least an
order of magnitude. The more tracks
that you have available, the more
sophisticated and more sublime your
, music can be.
So let’s say now that you’ve got a
four-track tape recorder, maybe one of
the better ones. (I hesitate to use
brand names because you can pretty
much get that information anywhere.)
And you’re looking around for a
mixer. A mixer should be able to handle all the channels of a tape recorder
efficiently, get them in and out of the
tape recorder, and allow you to hear it
any way you likeplus add the special
effects such as echo or equalization.
There are a lot of mixers available, hut
you have to remember there is a difference between a PA mixer and a tape
recording mixer. Make sure that what.

S
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istening to hi/fl is an electronic
way of trying to recreate the
original sound of music. Like the
Holy Grail, original sound may be
sought but never reached. The problem is that no two people at a concert
ever hear the same music, and microphones used for recording, however
placed and no matter their number,
have the same difficulty.
Still, an approximation of the original musical content is aurally satisfying, but it does need the cooperation
of the user of a hi-fi system. A beginning would be to recognize a few facts:
the hi-fi system is not and should not
be part of the musical creation. It
should reproduce faithfully, no more,
no less. But in passing through the system the sound can he modified. New
tones, nix harmonically related, can be
added, with the speakers the most
notorious offenders.
The listening room itself can also
come in for its share of criticism. It can
absorb certain tones, increase sound
reflections, cause certain sounds to be
stronger in various pans of the room,
or produce sound cancellations. The
end result, depending on where you
sit in your room, is that you are still
further removed from hearing the

C

T

original sound.
You have two choices: to accept
things as they are, or to cooperate with
the special demands of the hi -fl sys
tem. That system does lend itself to
some experimentation. What you will
hear will he dictated, in part, by the
size and shape of your listening room,
and there isn’t much you can do about
that. But you can experiment with
speaker positioning. There is no law
that says speakers must be positioned
symetrically. One Can he on the floor:
the other mounted on a shelf. They
can he cany-cornered, or both can face
directly outward, or some combination
of these positions.
Some speakers have rear-mounted
level controls, FK) you can make some
tonal adjustments with their help.
What you like to hear and what has
been recorded for you can lead to a
conflict in musical taste . When a recording engineer is at work the tape
he produces is inevitably a reflection
of his own musical wishes. He can
emphasize or de-emphasize various
musical instruments, change the ratios
of bass, midrange and treble. He is the
ultimate arbiter of what you may hear.
After the recording engineer gets
finished what you may hear will be at-

sir

ever mixer you find has at least as
many outlets as the tape machine you
have.
Now you have to be able to listen to
the music. You need a good pair of
speakers and an amplifier. This pair of
speakers and amplifier is interfaced
with your tape recorder and mixer
through a pair of stereo outputs.
The only other equipment left in the
system is the microphone. The microphone is the beginning of the recording chain. Microphonemixer
tape machine. And it’s probably the
most important because many mixers
are limited in their abilities to deal
with the music in terms of equalization
or echo, or any of the special effects.
The sound, and the quality of the
sound, must primarily stem from the
microphone. If there’s one section of
the recording chain you should really
sink your money into, it’s the microphone. A good microphone, plugged directly into a good tape machine,
will sound much better than an average microphone plugged into an average mixer and then into an average
tape machine. Microphones vary in
price, hutagainthe
used equipment market is probably your best bet.
One of the advantages of home re.
cording is the chance to learn as you
go because you are supplied with instruction manuals as you come in contact with increasingly more sophisticated equipment. Always refer to the
instruction manuals and try to learn as
much about the equipment as possible The real secret in home recording, besides used equipment, is how
you use that equipment. Try hooking it
up any way you can think of, try to find
new sounds.
If it seems I’m not being as technical
as I could be, my main purpose In this
article is not to describe how, hut to
tell people that the answer is an unequivocal "Yes, you cant" The most
important thing is that you
understandand believethat you
can do it yourself.
Jeff lieuder
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Guitar worshippers
know Jeff "Skunk" Baxter
by his lucid lines for Steely
Dan, his four years of Doobie
Brotherhood and bit guest appearances on albums by Barbra
Streisand, Linda Ronstadt Elton John,
the Spinners, Carly Simon, Dolly Parton, Glen Campbell and Burton
Cummings, not to mention Donna
Summer Others recall his all-too.short stint as a columnist for Guitar
Player magazine, and the production
work that made big sellers of the
band Nazareth &rim in fiether productitm (Rolling Stone Ron Wood is
a future client) and the development
of the guitar synthesizer, Baxter gives
sound adtice that’s sound advice

fected by the acoustics of your listening room. But neither the recording
engineer, and certainly not the acoustics of your listening room, take your
musical tastes into account. And those
tastes differ from person to person.
You can modify tonal relationships
by adjusting speaker level controls or
by experimenting with speaker positioning, by adjusting your receiver’s
tone controls, or by using an
equalizer. Or by some happy combination of all of these.
Some audiophiles feel that by setting tone controls to their "flat" position, in effect removing tone controls
from having any influence on the
sound, the reproduced music wilt he a
more true replica of the original. This
would be true if we could eliminate
the recording engineer and room
acoustics, hut setting tone controls to
their flat position is simply an evasion.
Speakers should he separated by at
leas 8 feet. If you want stronger bass,
catty-corner the speakers on a bare,
wooden floor. Bass tones however,
carry a lot Of musical energy and so
you may lase the proper balance be
tween bass and the more delicate treble. As pitch increases, tones tend to
become more directive. For best tre-

ble listening the speakers’ tweeters
should he pointed directly at your
ears, assuming you will always he seated in the same listening position and
not go wandering around the room.
A good way to "calibrate" your listening room is to use an equalizer, a
hi-fi "add on" unit that substitutes for
the receiver’s tone controls and does a
much better job, since with the
equalizer you can adjust much smaller
segments of the audio spectrum. The
receiver’s tone controls are coarse in
comparison and most receivers have
just two such controls.
Further, the equalizer can make independent adjustments of tones in
each sound channel, left and right,
something ordinary tone controls cannot do. You can use a test record to
help you equalize your listening room
to your satisfaction.
If you want to hear what room
acoustics can do to sound, try listening
with a pair of headphones. These let
you get closer to hearing the sound as
it actually is, although even headphones do some acoustic modifications of their own. With headphones
you carry the sound field with you, so
you can walk around while listening,
independent of room acoustics.
Martin Clifford
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STEVIE WONDER
Le Honer Than July
(Thalia) The past few years have seen
Stevie Wonder bury his soulful fire
with overblown pretention (Songs in
tbe Key of Life) or symphonic dross
(The Secret Life uf Plants) When he did
come up with his best tune in years,
Wonder handed it over to a younger
protege Oermaine Jackson’s only hit
in his solo career was Wonder’s "Let’s
Get Serious").
But after not being Stevie for a
while, now Wonder apparently feels
It’s safe to conic outside, and Hotter
Than July is an appropriate vehicle to
make him whole again. This is the
Wonder that has been obscured in the
past few years. The cutesy (some might
say corny) songs battling with their
grandiose arrangements are gone, replaced by a sparser, crisper sound.
Compare the busy horn arrangement
on "Sir Duke" with his current hit
"Master Blaster Jammin: " and you get
the idea.
With all the pomposity absent from
Wonder’s arrangements, his selfimportance has also vanished from the
lyrics, leaving an album full of great
melodies and boss jams. The entire
first side contains some of the
strongest material Stevie’s cut since the
mid -Seventies. "Did I Hear You Say
You Love Me’ opens the side in a
funk/rock groove and doesn’t let up
until an abrupt segue into a mid tempo love ballad "All I Do." "Rocket
Uwe" follows in a similar tempo but
with more of a Lain feel while in the
straight -ahead "I Ain’t Gonna Stand for
It" Stevie sings about what might happen if he finds his love is betrayed.
The side ends with "As If You Read My
Mind," another Latin -sounding tune,
driven by a dominant piano and a
weirdly melodic harmonica solo by
Stevie.
Wonder’s reggae tribute, "Master
Blaster Jammin; " opens the second
side with one of the most rhythmically
infectious tracks he’s produced in
years. A Caribbean feel of steel drums
decorates the instrumentation on "Do
Like You" while the lyrics are a playful
look at the grooving feet of Stevie’s
son. "Cash in Your Face" is social
commentary you can dance to, reminiscent of "Livin’ for the City." The
only ballad on the album, "Lately," (ollows and though ifs not the hest Won
der ballad it serves the purpose of
slowing down the exuberance that
marks the rest if the material. "Happy
Birthday" closes the album on an up luxe
an up note.
Overall, this is Wonder’s hest album
since Fulfullingness Fir,l Hoak, Stevie
has gone back to what he does best.
He seems more prepared for popularity now than he did live years ago If
the album has a fault, it is that Wonder
has gone backwards into old styles and
formats This results in a certain sameness, not only in the lyrics, but in the
mid-tempo Latin. Jamaican, and Caribbean gnxwes that add fuel to the fire.
But what a lire Ills.
Tom Walsers
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Friends).- The Move s ’Brontosaurus’
bass lick materializes on "Go for the
Throat."
So where’s Cheap Tnck in all this?
Hard to tell. Only on the albuin closer,
"Who D’King," a throwaway chant/goof,
does Rick Nielseris wacked-out humor
rise to the surface. For the most part,
All Shook up is a schematic: a straightfaced and fagged-out paste-up of yesterday’s rock ’n’ roll papers. Cheap
Trick is a once-entertaining band that
clearly is in need of a breather
Claris Morris

JOHN LENNON, YOKO ONO
Double Fantasy

question was it worth the wait? On the
basis of the (seven) performances he
gives here, I think not. As one of the
great rock ’n’ roll primitives (along
with Dylan, Lou Reed and precious few
others), Lennon has always maintained
one great strength his music generally
retains an edge, a roughness and naivete that forever separates him from
such polished ear-candy salesmen as
McCartney, Elton John and whoever’s
topping the charts this week. While he
still sounds direct and unadorned on
Double Fantasy, Lennon appears to
have last considerable intensity, if not
outright inspiration.
Fantasy documents Lennon’s slip
into manual bliss and bland music the
way Nashville Skyline and Neu. Morning did Dylan’s. We get lovey dovey
tributes ("Dear Yoko," ’just Like Starting Over"), paeans to the Lennons’ son
("Beautiful Boy") and soppy feminist
apologies ("Woman," "I’m Losing
You"). "Cleanup Time" may be the
most condescending song Lennon’s
ever written. It details something he’s
spoken of in recent interviews how
his recent inactivity taught him to become a "house husband" and how this
gave him a better understanding of the
plight of the everyday housewife.
"Making bread and honey" in the

music," because Merle Haggard has
(Geffen)I’m one of those people who
always culled the best from several
gave John Lennon a lot of credit for his
traditions, including blues, swing, and
self-imposed 5-year exile from recordjazz as well as country.
ing. After all, why make music just beThis album, as in Hag’s recent live,
cause millions of people think you
performances, draws on some more
should? On the other hand, John Lensources and comes up with something
the performer calls "country jazz." non makes music. That’s what he does,
like a baker makes bread or a
Twelve or thirteen musiciansmastly
bricklayer builds walls. And vacations
Hag’s band, "The Strangers"are
always have a way of ending When
used There are two acoustic and two
electric guitars and such unlikely-for- they do, the worker goes back to work.
Lennon’s return to work on Double
country instruments as saxophone and
trumpet. The album has a terrifically Fantasy raises one pretty obvious
free-wheeling feel. Though some of
the numbers start out conventionally
enough, soon fiddles intertwine with
saxophones and bluesy, rhythmic
piano gives way to sweet pedal steel.
Some ensemble passages seem almost
improvisational. Riding over all this is
Haggard’s distinctive, mellow voice.
The subject matter is a little more
Pooped to Pop," where Shelley Frey.
limited than on "The Way I Am,
dont whirled herself about like a giddy
(which had some of the greatest songs
teen posing before a mirror. Her
ever on a country alhum); drinking
graceful tantrum of arm swingings and
and broken love about says it. But
leap.s won the strongest applause of
Haggard, an uncompromising songwrithe evening.
UC SAN DIEGO MANDEVILLE
ter, adds twists that make many of
Concluding the triple bill was "Sue’s
them his own, and let us into his life.
Leg," a sequence of brief dances set to
AUDITORIUM
’Makeup and Faded Blue Jeans" has
brassy, brazen jazz recordings from
some fresh imagery, and "Leonard,’
the Twenties through Forties. As with
she first gained notoriety
about 3 "mystery star" and former When
Motion," the moves were
"Ocean’s
some 15 years ago,. Twyla
cohort of Haggard’s whose drinking Tharp’s choreography was hailed as
based upon popular danceelements
and pill popping led to his decline, Is highly innovative, even radical. Choos- of the jitterbug and the lindy hop were
affecting. And there is another strong ing to present her conceptions
Interlaced with more contemporary
love song, "Our Paths May Never everywhere from museums to outdoor
motions.
Cross." In this day of the phony "urban settings, juxtaposing pop tunes with
Tharp can take well-earned pride in
cowboy:’ Haggard is still one man classical pieces to fuel her recitals, she
having brought pop culture and "seriwho effectively separates himself from
ous- dance together in her work to
proved a most welcome addition to
the (good ole) boys. His newest al- the post-modern dance scene.
date. The blend is as fresh as ever each
bums are among his strongest.
time it’s brought to life by her superb
Opening the program was "Brahm’s
Judy Rapbaet Paganini," a strikingly kinetic, expres- Foundation dancers.
Warty Afforest,
sive work divided into two books. The
first presented William Whitener alone
on the stage as he rode the shifting
’HEAP TRICK
rhythms of the music with masterful
NJ All Shook Up
skill. Sliding into a frolicsome gallop
from a moping shuffle, his command
(Epic) Everybody got their Venus Col of the work’s phrases made his per
ming Pencils ready? It’s time to Rock formance seem as unaffected as a SOi.
ROYAL OAR MUSIC THEATRE
hal) stroll. Buckling and melting at
by Numbers with Cheap Trick.
The Tricksters have often used the times, then reaching up in supplica- ROYAL OAK, MI
palettes of other rock bands to fill in tion, Whitener was moving to watch.
the blank spaces of their sound, but on When he was joined by fellow Foundaome rock performers have to be
All Shook Up, their fifth and least in tion members Christine Uchida, Anseen live to he fully appreciated.
spired studio album, it’s hard to detect thony Ferro, John Malashock, Shelley George Thorogood is one of these.
the group’s own colors amid the bor. Freydont and Jennifer Way for the sec- From his first smile, welcoming the
rowed daubinps of the old masters. ond book the mood on stage became audience to a "Friday night hoedown
Licks, vocals, lyrics and even melodies feistier and less emotionally intense, and hootenany," it was apparent that
are copped wholesale on such a grand humorous at times in its near-collision something special was about to hapscale that little, if any, of Cheap Trick’s of dancing bodies.
pen. By the end of the opener "House
The introspective qualities of the of Blue Lights" the entire audience was
own piquant personality emerges.
The record is a virtual encyclopedia Brahms piece gave way to rock and on its feet cheering Thorogood’s
of Cheap Trick’s major influences. The roll swagger with "Ocean’s Motion," a Chuck Berry-style duckwalks and kaMERLE HAGGARD
Who are reflected in the Daltreyesque suite of dances built around a series of rate kicks. And the more the crowd
Back to the Banvorns
stutter of "Baby Loves to Rock." John Chuck Berry numbers. Frankly sexual yelled, the wider Thorogood’s smile
Lennon’s vocal inflections are filched in their hip-swingings and strutting, grew.
for the Beatlesque ballad "The World’s these essays in teenage mating rituals
But there was something bothering
(MCA) This is a striking, innovative alGreatest Lover." Rod Stewan’s "Hot refined old rock and roll dance
a Thorogood more used to playing in
bum, from perhaps the mast increasLegs" turns up in barely altered form steps into a sophisticated but still
the intimate surroundings of a club:
ingly important figure in country
as "I Love You Honey (But I Hate Your
earthy creation. The high point was "Too
’Where’s the dance floor at the Royal
music todaycall that "American
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kitchen, it took Lennon five years of
moneyed indolence to learn to keep
housesomething the average poor
person, single man or conscientious
husband grasps rather more quickly.
John’s most listenable song, "Watch.
ing the Wheels," is at least a candid
admission that nothing’s shaltin’ in
J.L.’s world (cf. Dylan’s "Watching the
River Flow"). It’s a musical peak on an
LP which is otherwise relentlessly content, satisfied and lacking in energy.
(For the most part, Yokousually the
deserving target of criticism on record
herself well. Her contribuacquits
tions here, panicuarly "Kiss Kiss Kiss"
and "Hard Times Are Over," resemble
conventional songs more than any of
her previous work and achieve a likeable sense of oddball pop.) In the end,
Ikntble Fantasy may say more about
the people who buy it than about the
people who made it. How long will
fans demand great music from the
once-great? The dream may well be
over ignoring the fact only compounds the delusion.
Gene Sealant
Editor’s Note.. Sculatti’s review, written
before John Lennon’s death, mrsains
an honest opinion. Lennon believed M
bonecty
(Continued on page 19)
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Twyla Tharp Dance
Foundation

George Thorogood
and the Destroyers

OakMusic Theatre?" he shouted. After
declaring "One Whiskey, One Scotch,
One Beer" to be a "ladies’ choice
dance" because "the guys are too cool
to dance," Thorogood and the Destroyers got concert -goers of both
sexes dancing in aisles.
The highlight of the act was "Night
Time- which appears on a new album
(cleverly entitled "More George
Thorogood and the Destroyers.")
Thorogood kicked, shit*, shimmied,
danced, duck-walked, all the while
soloing madly (Sr trading licks with
saxophonist Hank Carter.
Despite the nearly two-hour length
of his set, Thorogood came back for an
encore of Chuck Berry’s "Reelin’ and
a-Rockin " that put the original to
shame. When he walked off stage
again, the crowd chanted "We want
more, we want George."
Wait Turossald

FeIowa*. MI
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All those years,
all those miles,
all those stories,
all those songs,
all those sights,
all those sounds,
all those dreams...
all those sons,
one of them
is going to be a star.
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He is America.
He is the son of its heroes and its villains,
its soldiers and its lovers,
its builders and its dreamers.
They lived for him and died for him and
everything they did, they did to music.
This is his story. These are his songs.
It’s an epic journey down through the music of
American time through the eyes and spectacular
moving art of Ralph Bakshi, the creator of "Fritz
the Cat;’ "Heavy Traffic" and "The Lord of the
Rings."
It’s the ultimate sight and sound experience
with the mind-blowing music of Bob Seger,
Jim Morrison, Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin and
many other great American artists.
COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS
A MARTIN RANSOHOFF PRODUCTION
A RALPH BAKSHI FILM "AMERICAN POP"
E xec wive Pri %Ricer

Written hv
RONNI KERN

!

Produced by

MARTIN RANSOHOFF & RALPH BAKSHI
RICHARD ST JOHNS
BAKSHI
RALPH
by
DOLBY STEREO
(ell!
RESTRICTED

Do
Coming Soon to Selected Theatres

R

t
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Raging Bull
maim’s’? Robert De Niro, Cathy Moriarty, Joe
Pesci; urinen by Paul Schrader and Mardik Martin; directed by Martin Scorsese
4

A not-for-credit mind-bender fiendishly devised by the editors of
GAMES magazine to drive you bananas.

CiNEMA ACAGEMIA

(04)

A Colluqu MOVIE Quiz

Are college students really as wild as they’re made out to be in the
movies? In between torrid love affairs, blowing up the chem lab and the
obligatory food fight where do they find the time to go to classes, take
exams and put up with the looming spectre of post-graduate unemployneni? Do our professors mirror their celluloid counterparts in being
gifted with this remarkable ability to relate to all our problems? And
what about pimples? How is it that not a single cinematic co-ed ever cuts
class because of zits?
Whatever discrepancies might exist between reality (if college can ever
be considered realityl and the college life portrayed on the screen are not
going to be resolved here. The object of this little quiz is to match the
title of each film listed with the name of the college or university at
which a major part of it takes place. Don’t be fooled into thinking that
it’s too easy. Not every college listed will be used and some will be used
more than once. If you match all ten correctly, you’re obviously too smart
and should quit school for a career in screenwriting.
I.

2
3
4.
5:
6.
7.
8
9.
10.
a. Columbia
b Sheraton
c. Louisiana State
d. Yale

The Paper Chase
The Graduate
Love Story
Animal House
Horse feathers
Breaking Away
Knute Rockne, All American
Night And Day
(The Cole Porter Story)
Marathon Man
Bonzo Goes 7b College
e. Berkeley
f. Huxley
g. Cornell
h. Maryland

The Competition
starring Richard Dreyfuss, Amy Irving and lee
Remick written and directed by Joel Olian.*

i. Harvard
j. Faber
k. Indiana
1. Notre Dame

For correct answers, see this space in next month’s Ampersand. And
for more mind-stimulating quizzes, puzzles and other fun features,
pick up the current issue of GAMES wherever magazines are sold.
4 niwer.1 to last months qui MUNCH1E MADNESS: 1. Oreos 2. Fritos 3.Chee-Tos
4.Seven-Lip 5. Potato Chips 6. Fig Newtons 7. Pizza 8. Twinkies

GAMES magazine. A Playboy Publication.

NIB

515 Madison

Witching Raging Bull is the cinematic
equivalent of ten tough rounds in the
ring: it never lets down, never stops pounding and mauling the audience, and when it’s
over. it’s hard to say whether we feel triumphant or defeated. In spite of these ambivalencies, Raging Bull is an extraordinary
film in a season glutted with mediocrity and
nice-tries.
Based on fighter Jake La Motta’s book
(written with Joseph Carter and Peter Savage), Raging Bull pulls no punches; La
Mona is consumed with jealousy, hatred.
impatience, fury; he not only smashes his
boxing opponents, he heats his wives and
brother and almost destroys himself.
It’s never clear what Scorsese and Dv
Niro want us to think of La Motta. We arc
manipulated into rooting for him and car
ing about him, hut this is reluctant sympathy. La Mona is a bona fide bastard, and
Scorsese and writers Schrader and Martin
make no excuses for him, offer no sociological motives for his picaresque career (La
Mona ends up reciting poetry and Budd
Schulherg prose to classy audiences at the
Barbizon Hotel).
De Niro is downright spooky. He disappears into La Mona (quite literally, gaining
more than 50 pounds to authenticate Jake’s
later years and girth) and rewrites the act
ing catechism in the process. Unlike almost
any other major actor we can name, De
Niro is not a -gar." He does not tailor a
role to his personality or politics, like
EaAwood, Reynolds or Redford; he does
not encompass a role like Olivier or
Brando, the role encompasses De Niro, and
eerily sobut then his roles have not had a
wide range: so far, lots of alienated loners,
and inarticulate-but-sensitive working class
heroes.
Time for a romantic comedy, Robert.
Judith Sims

Ave., NYC.

For Paul Dietrich (Dreyfuss), the international classical piano competition is a
last chance to make it big before facing reality and a 9-5 job; as for Heidi Schoonover
(Irving), rich girl with no immediate problems, it’s not even her idea to enter the
competition; she’s there to fulfill the ambitions of her Famous teacher (Remick). Naturally, Dreyfuss and Irving fall in love, reluctantly at first, and never without serious
problems----such as, what to do when the
one you love is better at your life’s work
than you are ...
Although there are a few scenes and
characters that flirt with cliche, the actors
never falter. The music is wonderful; although Dreyfuss is not as convincing in his
piano pyrotechnics as Irving, he does convey the spirit of the classical musician: a joyful exhilaration combined with intense concentration and tedious practice.
Since The Competition deals with a form
of music and contest generally considered
elite in this country, some moviegoers may

De Niro as La Motto the champ
(above) and the overweight bas-been
(below).
shun it in favor of more familiar territory. A
mistake! The Competition is an oldfashioned (in the best sense of the term),
engrossing love story with a modern twist, a
better-than-decent script (Oliansky wrote
the excellent TV movie The Lau. a few years
back), plenty of nervous tension and two
very attractive stars. I loved it.
Judith Sims

Nine to Five
starring Jane Fonda, lily Tomlin, Dolly Parton
and Dabney Coleman; written by Colin Higgins
and Patrkia Remick; directed by Higgins,
starts off so promisingly: Fonda is the
Anew employee, freshly divorced and
timid in the ways of big business; Tomlin is
the veteran officeworker who holds everything together, including her family of four
children; Dolly Parton is the private secretary who inspires, but does not reciprocate,
lust. Dabney Coleman is their boss, a
smarmy, rotten sexist who keeps the
women under his thumb (nay, foot) until
circumstances reverse the situationand
that, unfortunately, is when the film be
comes stupid, unbelievable and anticlimac
tic. The message is subtle and disturbing:
there’s no way to get back at the wretched
boss except in silly Fantasies.
Lightweight, inoffensive and cute, Nine to
Floe does give a whole new dimension to
Snow White and MiSt/v1s, proves Dolly Parton
can handle the movies (although she shows
her inexperience by trying a little too hard;
and reaffirms that Tomlin is terrific. (Fonda
though fine, does not dominate.) The in
teraction of the women is convincing, wanr
and friendly; the movie, ultimately, doesn’i
attain such heights.
Judith Shin
t

KEITH RICHARDS:

The Rock ’n’ Roll interview
of the yeat
This month in oui you’ll read an incredible, stoned-out
interview with the driving force behind the greatest rock-’n’-roll
band in the world. There are three subjects close to Keith
Richards’ heart and mindnamely, sex, drugs and rock ’n’ roll.
In March ow he covers all three, and then some. With spring
training just around the corner, ON also provides intimate
profiles of baseball’s real power hittersowners George
Steinbrenner and Ted Turner. Also this month: a sexy
photo feature 4rid chat with Star Trek’s Persis
Khambatta, the confessions of a sensitive guy, travels
to Aspen and Tangier and, naturally, the world’s
liveliest, loveliest women. March oui at newsstands
now. Your emotional rescue depends on it.
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the movie Voices. The deaf activist
community protested that a deaf ac.
tress didn’t play the Irving part, and
expressed anger that the general re.
lease print was not captioned. Irving,
however, feels that she and the
filmmakers honored the deaf world as
best they could (they tried to find an
appropriate deaf actress; they provided
captioned prints to special audiences),
and the criticism stung She was especially mortified to attend a deaf convention where the Voices controversy
bore the brunt end of an M.C.’s jokes.
"I was sitting there feeling this big,"
she shuddered "I felt like I was doing
the right thing, and to be shot down by
the very people involved was hard to
take. I was really proud of the work
and the research that went into it to
The publicist for the Columbia Picmake it honest."
tures film, The Competition, peeked in
One senses a tremendous vulneraat the door of actress Amy Irving’s
bility in this young actress, but also a
trailer on the Burbank Studios lot and
guardedness learned from painful ex.
informed her that she wasn’t needed
perience. When I asked her if her role
on the set for another half hour.
in The Competitionthat of a woman
Added the publicist, "It’s up to you if
dealing with her lover’s fear of her
you want to continue the interview
successat all mirrors her recent past,
(which had already run beyond it,
she firmly said "No" and visibly
prearranged limit of 30 minutes).
tensed. Personal information about
"I’m enjoying this, said Amy Irving
Steven Spielberg and "significant
"It’s been real harmless. I’ll throw her
others" in Irving’s life is now off-limits
out when she starts getting personal."
to the press, although she will reJournalists have already extracted
affirm Spielberg’s lack of influence on
more personal information from Irvher career: "If I knew I was getting
ing than she ever cared to reveal
work only because of Steven, (the pubespecially about her four-year liaison
licit)’) would have bothered me. I
(which ended lam year) with director
knew that Steven had nothing to do
Steven Spielberg. In Fact, the Spielberg
with anything that has happened in my
connectionand Irving’s subsequent
career. As far as what people write in
rumored romance with country star
Ian magazines or whatever, who
Willie Nelsonhave brought more atcares?" She punctuated the last retention to the 25-year-old actress than
mark with a nervous laugh and then
any of her film roles to date. Carrie
admitted that she was indeed bothered
in which she had a small hut memorasometimes when the press focused
ble part as the student who survived
unduly on Spielberg. "When I was
the psychokinetic holocaustwas the
promoting Voices, I cared a lot and
only one of her films to receive any
had a lot to say and they’d ask me
box office support. The Fury and
three
minutes about Steven and the
Voices, in which she played major
whole article would be about Steven"
roles, sold just enough tickets to inBesides learning how to handle the
sure that Irving would keep working.
press, Irving has also discovered ways
But her -recognition factor" into
take the cruel vagaries of the mocreased with Honeysuckle Rose, in
tion picture industry in stride. She’s no
which she co-starred with Willie Nellonger afraid of film crews (she used
son and Dyan Cannon, and The Comto assume they hated her because she
petition, which pairs her with the popwas
a novice), she’s able to freely
ular Richard Dreyfus,, can only help.
liuu’.e the roles she wants to play, and
She’s most excited about the Liter
.Lic lives far from the Hollywood scene
film. Irving plays a concert pianist
in Malibu). -I used to feel a lot of
competing withand falling for
pain
about this business," she said,
fellow pianist Dreyfuss. "This role is
’take everything personally and feel
pri ihably my favorite," said Irving as
that people had control over me. I
we sat at the trailer’s "dining nximnow have the luxury with these films
table. "He writer/director Joel
I’m in that I can separate myself from
Olianskyl has given me a character
the film worldnot eat, breathe, and
who’s smart and who’s got a lot of
...t this world.
energy and can be funny and sensitive.
"I don’t think it’s the ideal world,
I’ll never play a girl again after this. I
but
I can get what rwant from it," she
don’t have to deny certain knowledge,
added, warming to the topic. "This actI can use a lot of my own life experiing business gives me a great diverse
ence.
life. I can he everything. I get to live so
"Which,- she offered, "is scary, bemany peoples’ lives, to experience so
cause it’s exposing more. Usually you
many emotions, learn skills. It’s really
can hide behind characters ..."
3 luxury life." Catching herself in the
Rather than hiding behind them, Irvmiddle of her upbeat recitation, Irving
ing’s been able to embrace at least cersuddenly reflected, "What am I so
about Martin Luther King and alm
she confessed. "I never thought I
everything. tain aspects of her characters in "real
positive about today? I started off so
wanted to do anything else." When Irs., conducted acting workshops. "We did
Irving was literally born to act. Her
life " hit- Competition, she learned
negative, what did I talce? Really,- she
how to play piano, for Honeysuckle father, the late Jules Irving, swr foun- ing was II, the family moved to New Shakespeare classes," recalled Irving
concluded in a Steve Martin patois,
ghetto
kids
could
these
new
posifondly,
"and
father’s
because
of
her
Rose she learned the guitar and sang der cif the San Francisco Actors Work- Thrk
tion at Lincoln Center, and the scope make some new sense of Shakespea- ’I’m such a lucky guy!"
with Willie Nelson’s hand, and for shop and later head of the Lincoln
As she readied herself for her return
Voices she studied sigh language and Center Repertory Theater in Manhat- of that theater made it impossible for rean words,"
Although the experience was mainly to the set, I asked a final question: Had
all the Irvings to continue as company
ballet. So now she plays and dances, tan. Her mother is itaress Priscilla
she
dreamt as a child about being a
found
that
her
business
big
a
positive
one,
Irving
talking
("We’re
members
Pointer,
who
played
Irving’s
film
sings and signs. right? "It’s funny." said
here.- Irving explained). Nevertheless, participation didn’t guarantee accep- movie star, a dream that now seemed a
Irving ruefully. "everyone thinks its so Mother in Carrie and !honeysuckle
possible reality? Her answer revealed
the youngest Irving continued to study tance by the black community
nice gaining all this knowledge of Rose and also appears in The Competiailing in New York (and later in Lon- onstage or off "I used to get so upset," the willfulness behind her vulnerabilthings, hut once I finished the dancing tion "All three of us kids (including an
ity
she
recalled.
"because
I’d
walk
home
Broadway
in
Off
appeared
and
don)
row
director
older
:t
who’s
to
go
into
pracbrother
film I immediately had
"I didn’t dream about being a movie
productions Before embarking on a from school and maybe some black
ticing the guitar Then I had a guitar and an older sister who teaches deaf
star,
I dreamt about becoming the
film career she appeared In various people would bother me and I’d think,
sitting there but all my free time was children’ were put on the stage before
Is
greatest
stage actress Somewhere I got
’Why
are
they
movies.
altering
me?
I’m
going
series
and
television
we could talk,- said Irving "At nine
spent playing the piano.
While mill a student in New York out there in that play!’ I thought I was waylaid. I think I kind of always knew
months I played a baby in Rum.
"My piano teacher says I could he
she joined the Poor People’s Theatre this righteous human being hut they that ill wanted it I could have it, bepianist, my guitar teacher says I could peluilickin When I was about two
cause I always wanted to play the lead
as one of the "token whites- The pre. didn’t know it "
he a guitarist, my dance teacher says I had my first speaking part in The
Her sincere anempts at taking the character.
dominantly black group toured
could be a dancer, ft’s nice to know, Magic Butterfly
"I always wanted to be the star.schools ad churches with a play ’righteous- stance backfired again with
"I WAN a ham from the beginning,"
hut I chose acting so I could dabble in
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DIRE STRAITS
LI Making Movies
( Warner Bros.) It’s tough not to he a
sucker for Mark Knopfler’s guitar playing. Dire Straits’ leader is the most lyrical of contemporary players, and the
closest thing to a guitar hero.for the
Eighties. He coaxes a lean, whining,
rhapsodical sound out of his Stratocaster, and his tasteful, astir...I, mathematical solos might remind one of a
spruced-up Robbie Robertson. Unfortunately, Knopfler’s songwriting isn’t
commensurate with his instrumental
prowess, and Making Movies is largely
a waterlogged affair.
Efforts have been made to give the
band some bite: rebellious sibling/
rhythm guitarist David Knopfler has
departed, and the E Street Band’s Roy
Bittan sits in on keyboards (his most
noteworthy contribution is an ornamental version of Richard Rodgers’
"Carousel Waltz"). The playing is tight
and pungent, but never has so much
effort been applied to such slim malerial.
The songs (seven in all), like those
in Communique, enter and exit the
head in a trice. Knoptler is a capable
melodist, but his tunes sink under the
weight of lengthy arrangements and
contorted. "sensitive" lyrics. None of
the songs are strikingly original, either:
there are vestigial borrowings from
Elmore James ("Hand in Hand") and
Bob Dylan ("Solid Rock"), and even an
attempt to rewrite "Sultans of Swing"
in gay bar-terms ("Les Boys").
If Knopfler can apply his clearly
prodigious melodic skills and glass’
cutting voice to some gutsier material,
he may still be able to come up with
that elusive second hit. For now,
though, most of Making Movies belongs on the cuning-room floor.
Chris Morris

DONNA SUMMER
IL! The Wanderer
(Geffen) Donna Summer always
seemed to have more sincerity and
class than the disco craze she became
identified with. Her emotive singing
on such hits as "Last Dance" and
"MacArthur Park" cut through the
synthesized haze of her instrumental
backup with a believable passion. Critics hoped that she would outlast disco’s popularity and lend her talents to
a broader range of musical styles in
the future.
Well, disco’s supremacy is through
and Summer is a free agent, if not
quite "the wanderer" adrift in unexplored musical territory. On the
whole, her new LP has a forced, overly
derivative feel. If her vocalizing is less
than inspired here, it’s in keeping with
the generally lukewarm rock/r&b ambience of the tracks.
On the drawing boards, The Wan.
derer must’ve looked promising.
-Synthesized backdrops, once the
trademark of Summer’s records, were
to he used sparingly; harder guitar textures would he featured for more
punch. But the final product suffers
both from timid Doobie Brothersesque pop-soul and histrionic stabs at
New Wave of the sort that marred
Linda Rona:ides and Carly Simon’s recent albums

There are some bright spots. The
title track is a mildly imaginative
techno-funk variation, highlighted by
effective use of reverh in Summer’s
whispered vocals. More distinctive still
is "Grand Illusion,- a shimmering
whirlpool of keyboard and percussion
effects, sensual and haunting. In a
more traditional Summer vein, "Looking Up" and "Who Do You Think
You’re Foolin’ " rekindle some of "Last
Dance’s" fire, allowing Summer to
offer expansive performances.
The full-fledged rock numbers fall
short, however. The rhythm track on
"Cold Love" is too sledgehammer-heavy
and mock -punk to he convincing.
When the ex-disco diva belts out a
rocker ("Running for Carver," "Night
Life"), she becomes a mere Pat Benatar
understudy. Summer has to find a
rock/r&b groove in which she’s truly
comfortable to equallet alone expand uponher past work. With more
sympathetic production, she may find
it yet.
&any Alfonso

ADNESS
AV.& Absolutely
(Sire) It’s easy to get pigeon-holed
into a precise style and image when a
band adopts a musical form as limited
in scope as ska, hut Madness has thus
far worked admirably within those
boundaries. Although it offers no surprises. Ahsofutety is even more professional. melodic, danceable and enjoyable than Madness’ debut.
Vidor Arline’

IFTC
-ea Black Sea
(Virgin) With each album, XTC’s style
becomes more sophisticated and playful. Andy Partridge continues his creative manipulations of the pop form
which dominate Black Sea at the expense of Colin Moulding’s warmer
contributions; the contrast is missed.
Steve Lilywhite’s lush and elegant production makes Black Sea both XTC’s
and Lilywhite’s most mature recording
to date.
Vicki Arkqff

JACKSON
jOE
Beat Crazy
(A&M) Beat Crazy’s festive, day-glo
cover disguises a rather serious record. Jackson’s stated purpose was "to
attempt to make some sense out of
Rock and Roll." How noble. How
stupid Besides admonishing punk, he
actually makes moral judgments on
social topics ranging from race relations and feminism to sexual standards. More often than not, those
judgments become confused and es.
sentially pointless.
When treated less seriously than
Jackson apparently intended, the
album stands on firmer ground. Lyrics
are colorfully articulated, melodies
vibrant and Jackson’s phrasing poignant. Preaching aside, Beta Crazy is a
solid work . Jackson’s best yet. Now
if only he would step off that pedestal
Vicki Arisciff
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Producing Hit Records
DENNIS LAMBERT & RONALD ZALKIND
Schirmer Book, $995
here has never been a more mis
T leading title slapped on a hook
than "Producing Hit Records." One
expects a step-by-step instruction
manual on how to make a fortune in
the sluggish but aill potentially lucrative record industry. My pen was sure
poised to take a few notes. After all.
Dennis Lambert has made a fortune
producing hit records (Glen Campbell.
Santana, Player, Grass Roots), so who
should know better?
Lambert may know, hut he isn’t
really telling. The book is a
gobbledygook of information ranging
from the most basic recording studio
terminology ("playback speakers are
called ’monitors’"), to business
esoterica ("cross-collateraliution is
the bane of record contracts"), to
space-filling bulk (the complete text (il
A.F.M. and A.F.T.R.A. recording industry agreements; 58 pages worth.)
Much of the content is indeed fascinating, and just about anyone in the
business, or trying to get in, will find a
few indispensable "I -didn’t -know-that"
tidbits. The problem lies in the confused heaping together of data about
studio construction, contracts, record
labels, deals, etc., etc. One finds just
about everything, in fact, except how
to produce hit records. Of course,
even if Lambert could explain that, he
probably wouldn’t. These days, there
aren’t enough good projects to go
around.
Rickard "Scoop" Levinson

The Vampire Tapestry
SUZY MCKEE CHARNAS
Simon and Schuster, 111 95
Suzy McKee Charnas interrupted the
writing of the science fiction trilogy
begun in Walk to the End of the World
and continued in Motberlines in order
to add her two cents to the glut of
vampire stories flooding the thoughtwaves. She wasted her time and pennies.
The Vampire Tapestry is billed as a
novel but it could have been a collection of short stories and almost isthe
first three sections are complete
enough to stand on their own, but the
last two require support from the
others to make sense.
Chamas’ Dracula is another of those
long-lived suckers who drift through
the modem scene all unbeknownst to
us mere humans. This time the vampire masquerades as Edward Weyland,
a professor of anthropology with an
ideal setup, directing a dream study
protect and feeding off the sleeping
volunteers.
The first story/section is told from
the point of view of a woman who discovers the truth about Weyland and
puts him temporarily out of commission with a pistol. In the next two
segments the vampire is victimized by
some occult freaks and analyzed by a
female psychiatrist the high points of
the hook with the best writing and
most convincing characters. Alas, in
the final two sections Weyland goes
west, haunts the Santa Fe Opera and
eventually decides to pull his periodic,
disappearing ati, none too soon.

Weyland in the west is .a disappointment. the characters are faceless
strangers, the action rather pointless
Weyland himself is lackluster, mainly
concerned with his diet and mostly
contemptuous of the human cattle he
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feeds on lie teaches us next to nothing
Oh well, Charnasback to the trilogy. At least that’s about something.
Neal Wilgus
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Members of the Revolu
squared off with members
front of the Student Union lal
About four members ol
selves, were asking for dor
Revolutionary Worker nevi
Brassinga of Kappa Sigmr
member and threw tnem up
"I got fed up," Brassin
have been put on trial and th;
The fraternity member
Brassinga took the papers.
"Another thing that mad
carrying garbage in the Arne
"Let’s hang her," Theta
"I hate to even see her a
members. "If she’s so for a c
here. It’s so hypocritical lea
One RCYB member cal
and said her group did not in’
"We are not going to bi
reactionary forces do."
She also said the taw
ignorance."
"We don’t appreciate t
member Paul Baratta said.
The confrontation ended
part of the campus.
The RCYB has a historj
the group were convicted in
permit.
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News
Those dozens of foundat,
pilings growing out of the earth
Third and San Carlos streets are I
beginning of the new state off
building.
The 148 pilings are alm,
complete, and weather permitth
building columns, floors and wt
will go up within the month, ;
cording to civil engineer C;
Mosher.

Its hoped new build’’,
will revitalize doWl7t0
A few concrete pilings for a 5
space parking garage adjacent
the state building are also beginni

